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NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC & PONANT 
EXPEDITION CRUISES 2020-2021



“Here we have two highly respected global companies working together to inspire 
our guests to live curiously, explore our planet and become global ambassadors 
for sustainability. NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC brings a network of experts, 
photographers and Society-sponsored researchers, while PONANT brings  
the largest fleet of new, technically advanced small expedition ships able  
to sail all regions of the world.”

JEAN EMMANUEL SAUVÉE & GARY E. KNELL
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From 2019, PONANT and NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC have joined forces to offer all lovers of 
exploration, adventure, discovery and untouched nature the opportunity to embark on 
a selection of unique and enriching expedition cruises.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC has been igniting our inner explorer for 130 years, through its 
legacy of ground-breaking storytelling from the best and brightest scientists, explorers, 
photographers, and visionary filmmakers. 

PONANT has provided its guests with unique, unparalleled travel experiences aboard 
luxury ships, all around the world, for more than 30 years. Together we offer new 
itineraries, taking you to the world’s most intriguing and remote destinations, onboard 
a fleet of state-of-the-art ‘clean ships’, each designed and built with leading edge 
technologies to respect our environment and marine life. 

These are the iconic locations where the great stories of human exploration took place. 

Aboard PONANT’s luxury small expedition ships, NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC will continue 
to be your guide, offering specialists, experts and our peerless photographers as 
your travel companions, to share their knowledge and passion for the breathtaking 
destinations and teach you to capture perfect photographs of the incredible sights you’ll 
see. Our itineraries cover the furthest corners of the world, far from the usual tourist 
bubbles. Enjoy awe-inspiring landscapes and soaring glaciers on a once-in-a-lifetime 
adventure to the Arctic or Antarctica. Sail turquoise waters on an idyllic cruise through 
the beautiful islands of the Seychelles. Discover wild open spaces while following the 
steps of ancient gold miners in Alaska. However you choose your itinerary, we know you 
will come home changed. 

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC 
& PONANT: Discover our new 
expedition voyages
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PONANT and NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC have joined forces to offer the spirited 
adventure traveller a unique opportunity to embark on a selection of  
new expedition cruises to some of the most intriguing and remote destinations 
on the planet. 
Together we will take you further.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC  
& PONANT: A strong 
partnership offering exceptional 
and immersive expeditions 
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Discover our difference
PONANT, leader in polar expeditions for almost 20 years, boasts the world’s 
most modern fleet of expedition ships. Designed to sail distant seas 
in comfort and safety, their small size and manoeuvrability helps reach 
the most remote lands. Our cruises go above and beyond environmental 
regulations, using research and innovation to help us minimise our impact 
on the remote places we visit.

Exploration has always been part of the NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC DNA—
and it is this deep-rooted drive for discovery that spurred the creation of 
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC EXPEDITIONS. We offer unique travel experiences 
that aim to inspire people to care about the planet by providing 
meaningful opportunities to explore it, and we’re committed to sustaining 
the character and integrity of each destination we visit.

Now, you can travel with NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC and PONANT to the 
furthest corners of the world, far from the usual tourist bubbles. Enjoy 
our new, unique and enriching expedition cruises to some of the world’s 
most intriguing, remote and pristine destinations, in the very places where 
some of the pages of exploration were written.

Support for Science and Exploration
A portion of the proceeds from your journey will go towards to the 
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY*; the non-profit scientific and 
educational organisation that pushes the boundaries of exploration 
to further our understanding of our planet and inspires solutions for 
a more sustainable future. Every year, the Society funds scientists, 
conservationists, educators and storytellers around the globe who 
work to preserve species and ecosystems, protect cultures and advance 
understanding of our planet and its inhabitants.

To date, the NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY* has given out almost 
14,000 grants to scientists and conservationists, whose work is making a 
significant difference around the world. It has supported critical projects 
such as the Big Cats Initiative, fighting to prevent more than 2,600 big 
cat mortalities in the wild, alongside the Pristine Seas project, which has 
already helped to protect more than five million square kilometres of the 
ocean’s last wild places.

*When you travel with NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC, you support the NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY'S explorers who work to preserve, protect, and advance our understanding of the planet 
and its people. To learn more, visit www.natgeo.com/info.

A partnership forged around common values



Passionate about Exploring the World
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC, an inspiring and trusted brand
Part of the NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY — founded in 1888 and one of the most influential non-profit institutions in the 
world in the fields of science and education — NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC has been providing sophisticated and inspiring writing, 
filmmaking and photography, covering major current affairs and topics aimed at an inquiring audience.

Building on generations of trust, NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC harnesses the energy of our millions of readers, viewers and supporters 
to promote learning, caring and taking action to protect our planet.

Travel is not an extension of  
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC. It has been 
a cornerstone from the start.
Travel has been part of NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC’s DNA ever since that 
January evening in 1888 when 33 explorers, scientists, academics and 
patrons gathered to found “a society for the increase and diffusion of 
geographical knowledge.”

Since the first issue of the Journal of the NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY, 
the writing, then photography, then in more recent years video, digital, and 
social media, have transported people. NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC captures 
the far-flung places of the world and brings them vividly home to our 
audience.

Travel is just another way that NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC fuels an 
understanding of our world.
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Working toward a Planet 
in Balance
Leading the fight against plastics 
Every year nine million tons of plastic waste ends up in our oceans. More 
than 40% of plastic is used just once, then disposed of. Every year ocean 
plastic kills marine animals in their millions. Marine species of all sizes, 
from zooplankton to whales now eat micro plastics, so it enters the food 
chain and ends up inside us. Other animals are strangled by abandoned 
fishing nets or discarded six-pack rings.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC has prioritised our commitment to raising 
awareness of this pressing problem and we are working every day 
to reduce the amount of plastic that ends up in the world’s oceans.  
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC’s organisation-wide effort includes a major 
research and scientific initiative; a consumer education and engagement 
campaign; corporate sustainability commitments; and a programme 
of innovative partnerships with like-minded corporations and non-
governmental organisations (NGOs) from all over the world.

“We believe in the power of science, 
exploration, education and storytelling 

to change the world.”
— NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
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Among the first projects supported, are the collaboration 
with the NGO Conservation International in New Caledonia 
(preservation and restoration of coastal forests, mangroves 
and coral reefs by mobilising the local communities) and in 
Antarctica a major study of humpback whales. The Foundation 
is also supporting the Aldabra Clean Up project (cleaning up 
the Aldabra Atoll from plastic waste) and the Plastic Odyssey 
association.
To find out more, go to www.ponant.com/fondation

Daily, PONANT is committed to being a leader in environmental protection. As we sail into sensitive areas, 
it is essential for us to respect the marine environment and the places we visit ashore. Natural behaviour 
for our teams and crews, all passionate about the ecological balance of oceans and nature.   
Discover all our actions for sustainable development:  en.ponant.com/sustainable-development/

Respect for the environment 

A responsible and awarded commitment 
for the environment 
Our ships are awarded “clean ship” label, ensuring environmental 
regulatory compliance in our operations and anticipating new 
regulations (recycling, reuse practices, waste and sewage treatment 
on board, reduced exhaust emissions, sustainable purchasing 
practices, low energy bulbs for lighting…). Our ships use silent 
and economical electric propulsion whenever possible, as well as 
marine diesel oil (MDO), which is lighter and causes 
less pollution. In December 2016, PONANT was 
awarded the Blue Charter Trophy from the French 
Shipowners’ Association recognising its exemplary 
nature in terms of economic and social development 
and care for the environment.

The PONANT Foundation
For more than thirty years, we have taken our guests to the most 
secret places on the planet, where nature reigns supreme. This choice 
brings with it responsibilities towards the environment and the 
indigenous peoples that we meet.
The goal of the PONANT Foundation, which was created in 2018, is to 
contribute to ocean conservation, assist the acquisition of scientific 
knowledge about the polar regions and encourage exchange between 
people. The projects supported must be innovative, soundly-based 
and focused on awakening public consciousness. 
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Le Cercle Polaire®
Since many years, PONANT has actively supported Le Cercle Polaire®, 
a think tank focused on preserving polar environments. To raise 
awareness among passengers, members of Le Cercle Polaire® are 
regular guests of honour on our polar cruises during which they 
discuss their projects with passengers.  www.lecerclepolaire.com

Our zero-impact disembarkation protocol
As the global leader of expeditions to extreme lands, PONANT applies a strict protocol  

to all of its disembarkations on new sites. A dedicated team is assigned to this innovative move,  
which has an ambitious goal: to have zero impact on the visited ecosystem when disembarking, thus preserving the fauna, 
flora and populations. This initiative is a first that has resulted in the cruise line’s nomination at the Palmes from Tourisme 

Durable awards in 2017, recognising achievements in sustainable tourism.

A member of IAATO and AECO
PONANT is a full and proud member of the International Association 
of Antarctica Tour Operators (IAATO). IAATO is an industry group 
organisation that sets the highest possible tourism operating 
standards in an effort to ensure appropriate, safe and environmentally 
sound travel to Antarctica. Its rules include guidelines about 
maximum amount of guests during shore landings, and other specific 
guidelines about wildlife watching, visitor briefings and key safety 
obligations on operators). In the Arctic, PONANT is a member of 

the AECO, Association of Arctic Expedition Cruise Operators. 
AECO is dedicated to managing responsible, environmentally 
friendly and safe tourism in the Arctic.
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Brad Norman, Marine Conservationist 
Marine conservationist Brad Norman is a 2008 National Geographic 
Emerging Explorer with more than 25 years’ experience in research 
and conservation programmes worldwide. As the founder and lead 
scientist at ECOCEAN Inc., Australia’s only not-for-profit organisation 
dedicated to whale shark research and conservation, he undertakes 
work in many stunning, yet isolated locations, including the World 
Heritage Areas of Shark Bay and Ningaloo Reef, and the Kimberley 
region of Western Australia. 

Andrew Evans, Author, Writer and Editor    
Author, travel writer, and TV host Andrew Evans has completed some 
50 assignments for National Geographic, reporting live from all seven 
continents and more than 100 countries. For years a contributing 
editor for National Geographic Traveler magazine and its “Digital 
Nomad,” Andrew is the author of five books, including two bestselling 
guidebooks, and his award-winning memoir The Black Penguin, 
which the New York Times picked as one of “Summer’s Best Reads.” 
Andrew has received four Lowell Thomas Awards from the Society of 
American Travel Writers. 

When you travel with NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC and PONANT, you travel with an unparalleled 
team of experts: the PONANT expedition team plus one National Geographic Expert and one 
National Geographic Photographer. This inspiring team of experts will share their knowledge and 
expertise about the places we visit, accompanying you throughout your voyage. They are ideal 
companions for your journey of discovery and enable you to see the world through the lens of 
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC.

Specialised in topics ranging from anthropology, to history, to marine biology, they will enrich 
the expedition with fascinating presentations and informal discussions. National Geographic 
photographers will advise and teach you techniques along the way, sharing their skills while the 
subject of your photograph is right there in front of you.

A team of renowned experts and 
photographers

AMONG THE EXPERTS…

Victoria Herrmann, 
National Geographic explorer  
National Geographic grantee Victoria Herrmann works with coastal 
communities in polar regions on climate change adaptation. Victoria 
is also the president and managing director of The Arctic Institute, 
a nonprofit organisation dedicated to Arctic security research. 
She teaches sustainability management at American University; 
science communication at the University Centre of the Westfjords, 
Iceland; and public speaking at National Geographic Sciencetelling 
Bootcamps.
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AMONG THE PHOTOGRAPHERS…

Josh Humbert, Photographer  
Based between French Polynesia and the United States, Josh 
Humbert specialises in photographing marine environments 
and images that tell a deeper story for conservation. In 2014, 
Josh documented a digital story for National Geographic about 
the conservation thread surrounding Tahitian pearl farming. 
Having arrived there at the age of two, he is deeply connected to 
Tahitian culture and has been involved in pearl farming for over  
25 years through his own family's pearl farm in the northern Tuamotus. 

Susan Seubert, Photographer 
Award-winning travel and editorial photographer Susan Seubert has 
photographed more than 30 feature stories for National Geographic 
Traveler – from Canada to the Caribbean and from Europe to Asia. 
Seubert's work has been recognised by Columbia University's Alfred 
Eisenstadt Award and most recently by the North American Travel 
Journalists Association for excellence in photography. Susan's in-
depth knowledge of digital technologies and her multimedia skills 
keep her at the cutting edge of visual storytelling.

Octavio Aburto, Photographer 
Octavio Aburto focuses his photographic outreach and scientific 
research on the conservation of marine habitats and commercially 
important species. In collaboration with National Geographic Pristine 
Seas in 2016 and 2017, Octavio played a role in establishing Revillagigedo 
National Park, which now protects five percent of Mexican seas. A 
member of the International League of Conservation Photographers, 
Aburto seeks to combine his professional photography and research 
to highlight the importance of communicating local science to the 
general public. 

Dan Westergren, Photographer  
As the longtime photo editor for National Geographic Traveler magazine, 
Dan Westergren was responsible for the magazine’s photographic vision, 
which has earned the publication numerous awards. He's been lucky to 
photograph amazing places for Traveler, such as the summits of Mont 
Blanc, the Matterhorn, and Kilimanjaro as well as the North Pole. Dan 
is an experienced teacher, having served as a photography expert for 
National Geographic Expeditions around the world—from Antarctica to 
the Arctic.
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All-inclusive Expeditions  
Once aboard, enjoy the adventure in total peace of 
mind. Everything is included:  Zodiac® outings and shore 
visits, excursions, lectures, parkas and boot hire for polar 
expeditions. 

During some cruises and ports of calls, optional paying 
excursions are offered to visit sites that can be reached only 
with a local infrastructure. 

For some Antarctica departures, paying pre-bookable sea-
kayaking outings will also be proposed to you in order to 
complete your discovery.

Polar or tropical Expedition voyages:
enjoy unforgettable experiences  

Polar Expedition voyages
The leader in expeditions to polar regions and an expert 
for over 20 years in these destinations (Arctic, Antarctic, 
Sub Antarctic Islands), PONANT lets you live your dream for 
adventure, with the seriousness and ecological conscience 
that characterises us. In Antarctica, set off to discover the icy 
vastness, and the prolific fauna of the White Continent: 
humpback whales, seals, penguins… In the Arctic, fjords, 
glaciers, icebergs of changing colours and varied fauna 
await you: polar bears, Arctic foxes, walruses, orcas, whales… 
without forgetting the special moments of interaction with 
Inuit people.

Zodiac® shore visits and outings
During Expedition voyages, our fleet of Zodiac® make 
landing ashore in remote, seldom visited destinations, safe 
and enjoyable, enabling to get as close as possible to ice 
and fauna. Our Zodiac® are designed to accommodate small 
groups of 10 passengers. They are easy to step on to from 
the marina platform at the rear of your ship. Our inclusive 
Zodiac® excursions are unique, unforgettable experiences, 
whether you are landing on a deserted beach in the Maluku 
islands of Indonesia, spending time with remote tribes 
of New Guinea, or discovering the splendour of Antarctic 
glaciers.

An Experienced Expedition Team 
Specialists of extreme regions, these passionate and 
fascinating professionals will bring cultural, environmental 
and historical dimensions to all your outings and will be 
sure to keep you informed about nearby flora and fauna, 
local cultures and natural phenomena. As recognised 
professionals, after scouting missions in the field, they 
organise safe outings and shore visits, taking advantage of 
the opportunities that arise during any expedition. Aboard 
the ship the pleasure continues, with a series of cultural, 
scientific or historical presentations.

Tropical Expedition voyages  
A tropical Expedition voyage is more a matter of encounters. 
Sailing to remote and seldom visited destinations allows 
you to discover the ancient customs of many tribes and 
ethnic groups that continue their rituals on the land of their 
forefathers. In isolated villages, whether they are Papuan, 
Polynesian or Māori people, you will gain an understanding 
of their tradition and cultures. During visits to these villages, 
take time to interact with these warm and friendly people, 
ensuring rewarding encounters and priceless memories. Your 
guides can reserve local means of transport (dugout canoes, 
bush taxis, local buses, etc.) in order to reach essential 
sites for hiking such as volcanoes and nature reserves. Not 
forgetting disembarking on idyllic white sand beaches with 
crystal clear waters and coral gardens where you will enjoy 
snorkelling under supervision of our naturalist team…

POL AR

EXPE D I TI ON

TROPICAL

EXPE D I TI ON



1

2 3

1 - Papuan encounters.
2 - Discovering the White Continent.
3 - Gentoo penguin in Antarctica.
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The Polar
EXPEDITION 



Highlights*:

Weddell Sea
Sail into the Weddell Sea, the home of majestic tabular icebergs, 
to experience a vista like no other.  The ice caps that flow into 
this area calve these gigantic platforms of ice and sculpt a 
unique landscape, home to penguin colonies, Giant Petrels and 
Wandering Albatross.  The lords of this realm are the Weddell Seal 
which can be found hauled out on the ice and may welcome you 
with their beautifull calls.

Emblematic Antarctica

• A cruise in partnership with National Geographic Expeditions 
offering enrichment with a National Geographic Photographer 
and an Expert onboard.

• Outings and shore visits in Zodiac® inflatables with a team of 
experienced naturalist guides.

• Lectures and information sessions hosted by our naturalist-
guides, covering wildlife, history, geopolitics, the great explorers, 
climate, environmental protection…

• Hiking opportunity.
• Visit research stations and former whaling stations.
• Wildlife: humpback whales, orcas, gentoo penguins, Adelie 

penguins, chinstrap penguins, leopard seals, crabeater seals, 
Weddell seals and numerous sea birds.

• Educational discovery respectful of the environment.

*Subject to ice and weather conditions. The expedition highlights and 
itineraries described above illustrate possible experiences only and cannot be 
guaranteed.

USHUAIA

Drake Passage

ARGENTINA

ANTARCTIC PENINSULA

South
Shetlands

Buenos Aires

Weddell Sea

USHUAIA • USHUAIA 
LE BORÉAL 11 days/10 nights 
25th January and 20th February 2021 
From € 10,300

DAY ITINERARY

1
Flight Buenos Aires/Ushuaia (Argentina). One-night stay at the hotel in 
Buenos Aires on the eve of embarkation. Welcome and transfer for lunch 
and time at leisure. Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00 - Departure: 18.00

2, 3 At sea - Drake Passage 

4 to 8 Antarctic Peninsula

9, 10 At sea - Drake Passage 

11
Ushuaia (Argentina). Arrival:  07.00.
Disembarkation and transfer to the airport. 
Flight Ushuaia/Buenos Aires (Argentina).

POL AR
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Highlights:

Chilean Fjords 
Your ship will chart a course taking her around the legendary 
Cape Horn, through the archipelagos and narrow fjords where 
majestic glaciers meet the sea.  This beautiful landscape 
showcases the transformative power of glaciers, that for 
centuries have been reshaping the mountains, creating the 
fjords through which we sail and leaving behind a seascape 
dotted with islands.  As you sail through the sheltered waters 
of the fjords, your ship will take you to view the PIE XI and El 
Brujo glaciers, two of the most dramatic of the region.  These 
living giants constantly rumble and crack, and without warning 
produce cascades of ice that calve into the sea, revealing the 
deep blues that lie within.

Adventure in Patagonia 
USHUAIA • TALCAHUANO 
LE BORÉAL 13 days/12 nights 
2nd March 2021 
From € 6,660 

• A cruise in partnership with National Geographic Expeditions 
offering enrichment with a National Geographic Photographer 
and an Expert onboard.

• Outings and shore visits in Zodiac® inflatables with a team of 
experienced naturalist guides.

• Observe glaciers, channels and fjords, and navigate along 
narrow passages.

• If weather conditions allow it, disembarking at Cape Horn.
• The stop in Tortel, a picturesque village with wooden pontoons 

and footbridges, listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
• Depending on opportunities, observe Magellanic penguins, 

guanacos, caracaras, dolphins, humpback whales, fur seals, sea 
lions, alpacas, condors and cormorants.

• Landscapes: fjords dominated by the snowcapped peaks of the
Andes and iridescent glaciers.
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South Paci�c
Ocean TALCAHUANO

Tortel 

Pie XI Glacier

Garibaldi Glacier

ARGENTINA

CHILE

Flight Buenos Aires

USHUAIA

El Brujo Glacier

Agostini Glacier

Flight Concepción / Santiago

Quemchi

Cape Horn
Puerto Williams

Strait of Magellan

DAY ITINERARY

1

One-night stay at the hotel in Buenos Aires on the eve of embarkation. 
Flight Buenos Aires/Ushuaia (Argentina) 
Welcome and tranfer to the port.
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00 - Departure: 18.00

2 Sailing around Cape Horn

3 Puerto Williams (Chile)

4 Garibaldi Glacier (Chile)

5 Agostini Glacier (Chile)

6 Sailing the Strait of Magellan

7 El Brujo Glacier (Chile)

8 Pie XI Glacier/English Passage

9 Tortel (Chile)

10 At sea

11 Quemchi, Chiloe Island (Chile)

12 At sea

13
Talcahuano (Chile). Arrival:  07.00
Disembarkation, transfer to the airport.  
Flight Concepción/Santiago (Chile).
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Highlights*:

Highlights*:

Alaska and its 
Fur Traders 

The Best of 
Kamtchatka 

NOME • VANCOUVER
L’AUSTRAL 15 days/14 nights
 23rd September 2021 
From € 8,850 

NOME • PETROPAVLOVSK
LE SOLÉAL 15 days/14 nights
20th September 2021 
From € 9,370 

North Paci�c
Ocean

Dutch Harbor

Flight
Seattle

Prince Rupert

Johnstone
Strait

CANADA
VANCOUVER

Sitka / KakeSaint
Paul

NOME
ALASKA

Saint Matthew

Bering Sea

Icy Bay
Tsaa Fjord

Unga Island
Chankliut Island

Alert Bay

RUSSIA
ALASKA
NOME

Chukchi Sea

Bering Sea

Flight
Seattle

Flight Seoul

Chukotka

Kamchatka
Peninsula

PETROPAVLOVSK

• A cruise in partnership with National Geographic Expeditions 
offering enrichment with a National Geographic Photographer 
and an Expert onboard.

• Shore visits in Zodiac®inflatables with a team of experienced 
naturalist guides.

• Hiking opportunity.
• Visit traditional villages and encounter the indigenous peoples of 

the Far North: the Aleuts, Tlingits, Kwakwaka’wakws, Yupiks, Haïdas.
• Landscapes: fjords, tall mountains, huge glaciers, primary forest, 

jagged cliffs.
• Wildlife: brown bears, grizzlies, Arctic terns, common seals, 

whales and orcas.
*Subject to ice and weather conditions. The expedition highlights and itineraries 
described above illustrate possible experiences only and cannot be guaranteed.

• A cruise in partnership with National Geographic Expeditions
offering enrichment with a National Geographic Photographer 
and an Expert onboard.

• Outings and shore visits in Zodiac® inflatables with a team of 
experienced naturalist guides.

• A cruise to the heart of the pristine lands of the Russian Far East, 
discovering a breathtakingly beautiful natural region and the 
wildlife that lives there.

• Abundant and varied wildlife: walruses, many marine birds, 
Steller sea lions, fur seals, whales, ribbon seals, Arctic ground 
squirrel, the Kamchatka brown bear.

• Landscapes: vast expanses of tundra, uninhabited islands, 
mountains, forests, volcanoes.

• Encounters with Chukchi people.
*Subject to ice and weather conditions. The expedition highlights and itineraries 
described above illustrate possible experiences only and cannot be guaranteed.

DAY ITINERARY

1 Flight Seattle/Nome, Alaska (United States). Welcome and transfer to the 
port. Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00 - Departure: 18.00

2 At sea
3 St Matthew Island (United States)
4 Saint Paul Island, Pribilof Islands (United States)
5 Dutch Harbor, Unalaska (United States)
6 Unga Island, Alaska (United States)
7 Chankliut Island, Alaska (United States)
8 At sea
9 Tsaa Fjord, Icy Bay, Alaska (United States)
10 Sitka, Alaska (United States)
11 Kake, Alaska (United States)
12 Prince Rupert (United States)
13 At sea
14 Alert Bay (Canada) - Sailing in the Johnstone Strait

15 Vancouver (Canada). Arrival:  07.00.
Disembarkation

DAY ITINERARY

1
Flight Seattle/Nome, Alaska (United States). Welcome and transfer to the 
port. Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00 - Departure: 18.00

2, 3 At sea

4 to 6 Chukotka (Russia)

7 to 14 Kamtchatka (Russia)

15
Petropavlovsk, Kamtchatka (Russia). Arrival:  07.00.
Disembarkation and transfer to the airport. 
Flight Petropavlovsk/Seoul (South Korea).
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Highlights*:

The Sea of Okhotsk 
PETROPAVLOVSK • OTARU 
LE SOLÉAL 15 days/14 nights 
4th October 2021 
From € 8,220 

RUSSIA

PETROPAVLOVSK

OTARUJAPAN

Korsakov
Tulenyi

Iony Island

Okhotsk

Magadan

Antsiferov
Atlasovo

Sea of
Okhotsk

Krutogorova
River

Vestnik Bay

Nabilskiy
Bay

Piltun Bay

Flight Seoul

Ostrova Ptich’i

•  A cruise in partnership with National Geographic Expeditions 
offering enrichment with a National Geographic Photographer 
and an Expert onboard.

• Outings and shore visits in Zodiac® inflatables with a team of 
experienced naturalist guides.

• A cruise to the heart of the pristine lands of the Russian Far East, 
discovering a beautiful natural region and the wildlife that lives there.

• Abundant and varied wildlife: many marine birds, Steller sea 
lions, fur seals, whales, ribbon seals, Arctic ground squirrel, the 
Kamchatka brown bear.

• Landscapes: uninhabited islands, mountains, forests, volcanoes, 
ice floe.

• Encounters with local populations.
*Subject to ice and weather conditions. The expedition highlights and itineraries 
described above illustrate possible experiences only and cannot be guaranteed.

DAY ITINERARY

1 Flight Seoul/Petropavlovsk, Kamtchatka (Russia).  Welcome and transfer to 
the port. Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00 - Departure: 18.00

2 Vestnik Bay (Russia)
3 Kambalnaya Bay (Russia)
4 Ostrova Ptich'i, Sakhalin Oblast (Russia)
5 Antsiferov Island (Russia) - Atlasovo (Russia)
6 Sailing along Krutogorova River
7 At sea
8 Zavyalov Island (Russia) - Magadan (Russia)
9 Okhotsk (Russia)
10 Iony Island (Russia)
11 Piltun Bay (Russia)
12 Nabilskiy Bay (Russia)
13 Tulenyi (Russia)
14 Korsakov (Russia)

15 Otaru (Japan). Arrival:  07.00.
Disembarkation

The Sea of Okhotsk 
Nicknamed “the hunters’ sea”, the Sea of Okhotsk is considered 
to have the most abundant fish population in the world. It was 
highly prized by whalers from the United States in the 19th 
century. Sailors didn’t hesitate to embark on 3-year voyages 
via Cape Horn in the hope of capturing precious whales to sell 
their oil to the highest bidder. During your cruise, while at sea or 
your ports of call, don’t miss the chance to discover the richness 
of its fauna: ribbon seals, numerous bird species, grey whales, 
Steller’s sea eagles, brown bears, sea lions and seals.  Experience 
the treasures in store for you in this remote and unspoiled part of 
the Russian Far East. 

Magadan  
Magadan was a sleepy little fishing village until the 20th century, 
but its history changed dramatically in 1912 when an expedition 
sent to evaluate its resources revealed that it had huge mining 
potential, particularly for gold, silver and uranium. A gigantic 
statue erected on a hill overlooking the town now pays tribute 
to the victims of the Soviet Gulag deported in great numbers to 
work in the mines. Magadan has now become one of the major 
ports of Eastern Siberia and is sometimes called “the Saint 
Petersburg of the Far East” due to its architectural unity and its 
sumptuous orthodox cathedral with golden domes.
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Highlights*:

Ammassalik Region 
Still almost unknown, the east coast of Greenland remains the 
most authentic and majestic region of this great island.  Here, 
the mountains merge intimately with the sea with fjords adorned 
with high snow-capped peaks and drifting icebergs.  Discover 
Ammassalik, a small island of primitive and wild beauty where 
the Inuit people have chosen to live. The name of this island is 
a reference to the capelin, a small silver fish, whose return in 
the thousands announces the return of spring each year to the 
community.  A surprising discovery in a spectacular setting.

Expedition along 
the East Coast of Greenland

• A cruise in partnership with National Geographic Expeditions 
offering enrichment with a National Geographic Photographer 
and an Expert onboard.

• Discover the eastern coast of Greenland, a region that long 
remained isolated as it was hard to reach.

• Outings and shore visits in Zodiac® inflatables with the 
naturalists.

• UNESCO World Heritage Site: Biosphere Reserve of the 
Northeast Greenland National Park.

• Hiking opportunity.
• Meet the Inuit people.
• Landscapes: alpine landscapes, polar ice cap, fjords populated 

with gigantic icebergs, a coastline torn by glaciers, patches of ice 
floe drifting from the North Pole.

• Wildlife: polar bears, seals, Arctic foxes and hares, sea birds.
*Subject to ice and weather conditions. The expedition highlights and itineraries 
described above illustrate possible experiences only and cannot be guaranteed.

Flights Paris

KANGERLUSSUAQ

TROMSO

NORWAY

GREENLAND

Jan Mayen
Island

Ittoqqortoormiit
Region

Blosseville
Coast

Ammassalik
Region

Southern coast
of Greenland

Northeast Greenland
National Park

KANGERLUSSUAQ • TROMSO 
L' AUSTRAL 16 days/15 nights 
15th August 2021 
From € 10,570

DAY ITINERARY

1
Flight Paris/Kangerlussuaq (Greenland). Welcome and transfer to the port. 
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00 - Departure: 18.00

2 At sea

3 Southern coast of Greenland (Greenland)

4, 5 Ammassalik Region (Greenland)

6, 7 Blosseville Coast (Greenland)

8, 9 Ittoqqortoormiit Region (Greenland)

10 Northeast Greenland National Park (Greenland)

11, 12 Ittoqqortoormiit Region (Greenland)

13 At sea

14 Jan Mayen Island, Svalbard (Norway)

15 At sea

16 Tromso (Norway) - Arrival: 06.00
Disembarkation and transfer. Flight Tromso/Paris.
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Highlights*:

Nordvest Spitsbergen National Park 
Discover the Nordvest Spitsbergen National Park, renowned for 
its sumptuous fjords, its majestic rocky peaks and its glaciers 
calving large icebergs. In the south of the park, between tundra, 
plutonic rocks and mountains covered with a surprising array of 
endemic flora, set off to discover the 14th July Glacier.  The glacier 
was named by Prince Albert I of Monaco, following the expedition 
he led to the region at the beginning of the 20th century. The 
glacier's surroundings are frequented by numerous birds, as well 
as Arctic foxes and reindeer.  As you arrive in front of the glacier, 
admire the impressive wall of ice and listen for the telltale sounds 
of calving that indicate hundreds of tons of ice are falling into the 
sea.

Sor-Spitsbergen National Park  
During your cruise, you will then reach the southern tip of 
Spitsbergen and discover the Sor-Spitsbergen National Park, 
where you will be able to admire some of the island’s most 
beautiful fjords, like Hornsund with its impressive glacier front. 
At the end of its vast bay, 8 great glaciers slowly make their way 
down to the sea before giving way to the many icebergs elegantly 
drifting along its cold and mysterious waters.

Pristine Spitsbergen 

Bjornoya

Greenland Sea
Flights
Paris

TROMSO
NORWAY

LONGYEARBYEN
Kongsfjorden

Nordvest
Spitsbergen

National Park

Sor-Spitsbergen
National Park

Ice Floes

TROMSO • LONGYEARBYEN 
LE BORÉAL 9 days/8 nights 
27th May 2021 
From € 8,730 

DAY ITINERARY

1
Flight Paris/Tromso (Norway). Welcome and transfer to the port. 
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00 - Departure: 18.00

2 At sea

3 Sailing by Bjornoya (Bear Island) (Norway)

4, 5 Sør-Spitsbergen National Park (Norway)

6 Nordvest-Spitsbergen National Park (Norway)

7 Sailing toward the ice floes

8 Kongsfjorden (Norway)

9 Longyearbyen, Spitsbergen (Norway) - Arrival: 06.00
Disembarkation and transfer. Flight Longyearbyen/Paris.

• A cruise in partnership with National Geographic Expeditions 
offering enrichment with a National Geographic Photographer 
and an Expert onboard.

• Outings and shore visits in Zodiac® inflatables with your 
naturalist guides.

• Hiking opportunity.
• Sail in Spitsbergen’s fjords and towards the ice floe.
• Landscapes: ice floes, jagged mountains, icebergs, ice caps, 

steep-sided valleys, sheer cliffs, huge glaciers.
• Wildlife: polar bears, Arctic foxes, Svalbard reindeer, Arctic terns, 

walruses, whales, puffins.
*Subject to ice and weather conditions. The expedition highlights and itineraries 
described above illustrate possible experiences only and cannot be guaranteed.
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The Tropical 
EXPEDITION 



Highlights:

Highlights:

Baja Peninsula & the 
Sea of Cortez  

SAN DIEGO • PUERTO QUETZAL
LE SOLÉAL 14 days/13 nights
13th September 2020 
From € 6,000 

Cocos Island

PUERTO QUETZAL

GUAYAQUIL

COSTA RICA

GUATEMALA

ECUADOR

Cébaco
Island

Fuerte
Amador 

COLOMBIA

Darien National Park

Paci�c Ocean

Pacheca

Caribbean Sea
Manuel Antonio

National Park

Jaqué
Utría National
Natural Park

Curú
National

Park

The Natural Parks & Wildlife of 
Central America 

PUERTO QUETZAL • GUAYAQUIL
LE SOLÉAL  14 days/13 nights
26th September 2020
From € 4,860

• A cruise in partnership with National Geographic Expeditions 
offering enrichment with a National Geographic Photographer and
an expert onboard.

• An expedition cruise discovering the nature parks, biodiversity and 
tribes of Central America. 

• Outings and shore visits in Zodiac® inflatables.
• UNESCO World Heritage sites: La Antigua de Guatemala from

Puerto Quetzal, the national park of Cocos Island, Darien National 
Park, the historic centre of Quito from Guayaquil.

• An exceptional call at Cocos Island, considered by Jacques-Yves 
Cousteau to be “the most beautiful island in the world”.

• Encounter with the indigenous Emberas tribe in the Darien National 
Park.

TROPICAL

EXPE D I TI ON

TROPICAL

EXPE D I TI ON

NATURALIST

NATURALIST
DIVING

Huatulco

PUERTO QUETZAL

Danzante 

GUATEMALA
Sea of Cortez

San Jose

Monserrat / Puerto Agua Verde

SAN DIEGO

MEXICO

UNITED STATES
Coronado 

Cerralvo 

Los Islotes / Partida 
Espiritu Santo 

Cabo San Lucas

• A cruise in partnership with National Geographic Expeditions
offering enrichment with a National Geographic Photographer and
an Expert onboard. 

• An expedition cruise, to discover the fabulous biodiversity of the
Sea of Cortez. 

• Outings and shore visits in Zodiac® inflatables and local boats.
• UNESCO World Heritage sites: the islands and protected zones

of the Gulf of California (also known as the Sea of Cortez), La 
Antigua de Guatemala and its colonial architecture from Puerto 
Quetzal in Guatemala.

• The wildlife: California sea lions, dolphins, sea turtles, countless
species of fish and sea birds, including pelicans.

• Bath and swim with sea lions at Los Islotes.
• Possibility of diving (PADI Advanced Open Water Diver or equivalent) 

with an experienced instructor on board and of snorkelling with your
expedition team.

DAY ITINERARY

1 San Diego (United States)
Embarkation from 20.00 to 21.00 - Departure: 22.00

2, 3 At sea
4 Cabo San Lucas (Mexico)
5 Coronado Island / Danzante Island (Mexico)
6 Monserrat Island / Puerto Agua Verde (Mexico)
7 Punta Colorada / Bahia Amortajada, San Jose Island (Mexico)
8 Los Islotes / Isla Partida / Espíritu Santo Island (Mexico)
9 Cerralvo Island (Mexico)
10, 11 At sea
12 Huatulco (Santa María Huatulco)  (Mexico)
13 At sea
14 Puerto Quetzal (Guatemala) - Arrival:  07.00 - Disembarkation

DAY ITINERARY

1 Puerto Quetzal (Guatemala)
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00 - Departure: 18.00

2 At sea

3 Curú Wildlife Refuge
Tortuga Island (Costa Rica)

4 Manuel Antonio National Park  (Costa Rica) 
5 At sea
6 Cocos Island (Costa Rica)
7 At sea
8 Cébaco Island (Panama)

9 Sailing around Pacheca Island 
Fuerte Amador (Panama)

10 Playa Muerto, Darien National Park - Jaqué (Panama) 
11 Utría National Natural Park (Colombia)
12, 13 At sea

14 Guayaquil (Ecuador)
Arrival: 07.00 - Disembarkation
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Highlights:

Highlights:

Tropical Rainforests & the 
Panama Canal  

COLÓN • PUERTO CALDERA
LE DUMONT-D’URVILLE 8 days/7 nights
4th January 2021 
From € 3,720 

Island Gems & Underwater 
Treasures of the 
Caribbean 

COLÓN • FORT-DE-FRANCE
LE DUMONT-D’URVILLE  10 days/9 nights
1st March 2021
From € 3,690

Curú Wildlife Refuge
COLÓN

PANAMA

Caribbean Sea

PUERTO CALDERA  
COSTA RICA

Paci�c Ocean 

Panama Canal

Playa Muerto

San Blas Islands

Darien 
National Park

National Park
Manuel Antonio

DAY ITINERARY

1 Colón (Panama)
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00 - Departure: 23.00

2 San Blas Islands (Panama)

3 Crossing the Panama Canal (Panama)

4 Playa Muerto, Darien National Park (Panama) 

5 At sea

6 Manuel Antonio National Park (Costa Rica)

7 Curú Wildlife Refuge

8 Puerto Caldera (Costa Rica) - Arrival:  06.00 - Disembarkation

• A cruise in partnership with National Geographic Expeditions 
offering enrichment with a National Geographic Photographer 
and an Expert onboard. 

• Discover the fabulous National Parks of Central America, 
biodiversity and tribes.

• Outings and shore visits in Zodiac® inflatables with a team of 
experienced naturalist guides. 

• UNESCO site: the Darien National Park from Playa Muerto, and 
its magnificent jungle.

• In Costa Rica, outings in the Manuel Antonio National Park and 
the Curú Wildlife Refuge, sanctuaries of unspoiled nature.

• Discover the magnificent islets of the San Blas Islands.
• Sail through the Panama Canal, truly a masterpiece of civil engineering.
• Encounters with the indigenous Emberas tribe in the Darien 

National Park and with the Kuna Indians of the San Blas 
archipelago.

Caribbean Sea

PANAMA
COLOMBIA

FORT-DE-FRANCE

Cartagena
San Blas
Islands

COLÓN

Bonaire
Mayreau
Soufrière

Grenada

• A cruise in partnership with National Geographic Expeditions 
offering enrichment with a National Geographic Photographer 
and an Expert onboard.

• UNESCO World Heritage Sites: Saint Lucia’s volcanic Pitons; 
Cartagena de Indias, an old colonial city.

• Zodiac® landings to discover the stunning San Blas Islands.
• An extraordinary encounter with the Kuna Indians, a warrior tribe 

of the San Blas archipelago.
• Multiple opportunities to swim in crystal-clear waters.
• Possibility of diving (PADI Advanced Open Water Diver or 

equivalent) with an experienced instructor on board and of 
snorkelling with your expedition team.

TROPICAL

EXPE D I TI ON

TROPICAL

EXPE D I TI ON

NATURALIST DIVING

DAY ITINERARY

1 Colón (Panama)
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00 - Departure: 18.00

2 San Blas Islands (Panama)

3 Cartagena (Colombia)

4 At sea

5 Bonaire (Netherlands Antilles)

6 At sea

7 Saint George's, Grenada (Grenada)

8 Mayreau Island 
(Saint Vincent and the Grenadines)

9 Soufrière (Saint Lucia)

10 Fort-de-France (Martinique)
Arrival: 07.00 - Disembarkation

LECTURER
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Highlights:

Amazon River 
Adventure

CAYENNE • CAYENNE 
LE DUMONT-D’URVILLE 13 days/12 nights   
17th November 2020 and 1st April 2021
From € 6,300 

Salvation Islands Caribbean Sea
FRENCH GUIANA

BRAZIL

CAYENNE

BelemGuajará 

Santarem Parintins

Alter do Chao

Strait of Breves

Mucurui

Lucia Breves

• A cruise in partnership with National Geographic Expeditions 
offering enrichment with a National Geographic Photographer and 
an Expert onboard.

• Outings and shore visits in Zodiac® inflatables with a team 
of experienced naturalist guides.

• Discover the Amazon, the river that holds all records: it is the river 
that carries the largest volume of water to the sea, it is the longest 
river in the world and the easiest to navigate, and its basin is fed 
by over a thousand tributaries…

• Endemic wildlife: toucans, hawks, ibises, parrots, iguanas, lizards, 
monkeys, buffaloes, river dolphins, and more.

• Alter do Chao and its beautiful white-sand beach that is ideal for 
swimming.

• Cross the Equator between Belem and Cayenne.

1st April 2021 departure: Inversion of the stopovers in Alter do Chao 
and Parintins. This cruise will also include a stopover in Macapa  

(with no stopover in Rio Balaio).

DAY ITINERARY

1 Cayenne (French Guiana)
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00 - Departure: 18.00

2 At sea
3 Mucurui, Amazonia (Brazil)
4 Aquiqui, Amazonia (Brazil) / Guajará, Amazonia (Brazil)
5 Santarem, Amazonia (Brazil) / Alter do Chao, Amazonia (Brazil)
6 Rio Balaio, Amazonia (Brazil) / Parintins, Amazonia (Brazil) 
7 Santarem, Amazonia (Brazil) 
8 Lucia, Amazonia (Brazil)
9 Breves, Strait of Breves (Brazil)
10 Belem, Amazonia (Brazil)
11 At sea
12 Salvation Islands (French Guiana)

13 Cayenne (French Guiana)
Arrival:  07.00 - Disembarkation

TROPICAL

EXPE D I TI ON

NATURALIST

Highlights:

Cape Verde
DAKAR • PRAIA 
LE DUMONT-D’URVILLE 9 days/8 nights   
21st October 2020 
From € 5,090 

DAY ITINERARY

1
Dakar (Senegal) 
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00 - Departure: 18.00

2 At sea

3 São Nicolau (Cape Verde)

4 Mindelo (Cape Verde)

5 Porto Novo (Cape Verde)

6 Fogo (Cape Verde)

7 Boa Vista (Cape Verde)

8 Praia (Cape Verde). Arrival:  08.00

9
Praia (Cape Verde)     
Disembarkation and transfer to the airport.
Flight Praia/Paris.

TROPICAL

EXPE D I TI ON

NATURALIST

DAKAR

Mindelo

Atlantic Ocean

SENEGAL

CAPE VERDE 

PRAIA

São Nicolau

Porto Novo

Fogo

Boa Vista

Flight to
Paris

• A cruise in partnership with National Geographic Expeditions
offering enrichment with a National Geographic Photographer 
and an Expert onboard.

• Outings and shore visits in Zodiac® inflatables with a team of 
experienced naturalist guides.

• UNESCO World Heritage Site: From Praia, Cidade Velha, the 
historic centre of Ribeira Grande (island of Santiago).

• Discover the Cape Verde archipelago and the cultural mix that 
exists there due to Portuguese, African and Mediterranean 
influences.

• The city of Mindelo and its elegant buildings with British and 
Portuguese colonial influences.

• The sugar cane plantations and savannah on Fogo, the volcano island.
• The wild west, the small villages and the fishermen in Porto Novo.
• The beautiful fine-sand beaches on Boa Vista.
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Highlights:

The Bijagos Archipelago 
& Cape Verde 

PRAIA • DAKAR 
LE DUMONT-D’URVILLE 12 days/11 nights   
29th October 2020
From € 7,220     

DAY ITINERARY

1
Flight Paris/Praia (Cape Verde). Welcome and transfer.  
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00 - Departure: 18.00        

2 São Nicolau (Cape Verde)

3 Mindelo (Cape Verde)

4 Porto Novo (Cape Verde)

5 Fogo (Cape Verde)

6, 7 At sea

8 Caravela Island, Bijagos (Guinea-Bissau)

9 to 11 Carache Island, Bijagos (Guinea-Bissau)

12 Dakar (Senegal) 
Arrival:  08.00 - Disembarkation

TROPICAL

EXPE D I TI ON

NATURALIST

SENEGAL
DAKAR

Bijagos

GUINEA-
BISSAU

Caravela Island

Atlantic
Ocean

PRAIA

Sao Nicolau
Mindelo

Porto Novo

Fogo

Flight from
Paris

CAPE VERDE

Carache Island

• A cruise in partnership with National Geographic Expeditions
offering enrichment with a National Geographic Photographer and 
an Expert onboard.

• Outings and shore visits in Zodiac® inflatables.
• UNESCO Site: Cidade Velha, the historic centre of Ribeira Grande.
• The city of Mindelo and its elegant buildings with British and 

Portuguese colonial influences.
• The sugar cane plantations and savannah on Fogo, the volcano island.
• The diversity of the fauna in the Bijagos: saltwater hippos, 

crocodiles, sea turtles, manatees, dolphins, birds of prey, pelicans, 
large wading birds, snakes, gazelles, monkeys.

• Visit of traditional villages and encounters with the Bidyogo people.
• The mangrove swamp, covering more than a third of the emerged 

part of the Bijagos archipelago.

The Essential Cape Verde 
& Bijagos 

PRAIA • DAKAR 
L’AUSTRAL 9 days/8 nights   
30th March 2021
From € 4,160  

PRAIA
DAKAR
SENEGAL

Atlantic
Ocean

Fogo

CAPE VERDE

Caravela
Carache

BIJAGOS

Boa Vista

Mindelo

Highlights:

DAY ITINERARY

1
Praia (Cape Verde)    
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00 - Departure: 18.00

2 Mindelo (Cape Verde)
3 Fogo (Cape Verde)
4 Boa Vista (Cape Verde)
5 At sea 
6 Carache Island, Bijagos (Guinea-Bissau)
7 Caravela Island, Bijagos (Guinea-Bissau)
8 Caravela Island, Bijagos (Guinea-Bissau)

9 Dakar (Senegal)      
Arrival:  07.00 - Disembarkation

TROPICAL

EXPE D I TI ON

NATURALIST

•  A cruise in partnership with National Geographic Expeditions 
offering enrichment with a National Geographic Photographer 
and an Expert onboard.

•  Outings and shore visits in Zodiac® inflatables with a team of 
experienced naturalist guides.

•  UNESCO World Heritage Site: before your cruise, from Praia, 
Cidade Velha, the historic centre of Ribeira Grande (island of 
Santiago), Bijagos UNESCO Biosphere Reserve.

•  Discovering the Cape Verde archipelago and the cultural mix 
that exists there due to Portuguese, African and Mediterranean 
influences.

•  The sugar cane plantations and savannah on Fogo, the volcano island.
•  The beautiful fine-sand beaches on Boa Vista.
•  The diversity of the fauna in the Bijagos.
• Visit of traditional villages and encounters with the Bidyogo 

people who have ancestral traditions.
•  The mangrove swamp, covering more than a third of the 

emerged part of the Bissagos archipelago.
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Highlights:

Polynesia & Easter Island

• A cruise in partnership with National Geographic Expeditions 
offering enrichment with a National Geographic Photographer 
and an Expert onboard.

•  Presence on board of a team made up of an expedition leader 
and 10 naturalist-guides, who will accompany you on every outing, 
shore visit and activity.

•  From Hanga Roa, discover the impressive Ahu Tahai and 
its monumental statues listed as Archaeological Heritage by 
UNESCO.

•  From Aukena, visit a pearl farm.
•  In Rikitea, visit Saint Michel’s Cathedral.
The stopover in Adamstown is highly dependent on weather and tidal conditions.

Easter Island 
Halfway between Chile and Tahiti, Easter Island, also known as 
Rapa Nui, is a fascinating land considered to be the most isolated 
in the world. Steeped in a mystical, timeless aura, the vestiges of 
Easter Island’s civilisations can be found within the confines of 
Rapa Nui National Park, listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. 
During your cruise, do not miss the stop on this island with black 
lava cliffs and mysterious moai statues. Sculpted from blocks 
of basalt and positioned with their backs turned to the sea or 
facing the houses as a symbol of protection, these monumental 
statues remain shrouded in mystery to this day.

Gambier archipelago   
Aboard your ship, we invite you to come and discover the most 
remote and little-known Polynesian archipelago: the Gambier 
Islands. The tall island of Mangareva, meaning “floating mountain” 
in Polynesian, is an unusual place between sea and ocean, 
surrounded by a magnificent coral reef and boasting an unusual, 
lush vegetation including pines and tropical flowers. Far from the 
usual tourist destinations, these islands are encircled by a large ring 
of coral, forming a lagoon of varying and changing colours. When 
the ship calls in Rikitea, come and discover the town’s exceptional 
cultural heritage, including its wonderful cathedral built entirely 
from coral and wood and the quality of its black pearls.

PAPEETE • HANGA ROA 
LE BORÉAL 14 days/13 nights 
28th October 2020
From € 4,860

TROPICAL

EXPE D I TI ON

NATURALIST

PAPEETE

Paci�c Ocean

Gambier Islands

FRENCH POLYNESIA

Adamstown

Rikitea / Aukena

HANGA ROA
Pitcairn

Easter Island

Rangiroa
Tuamotu Islands

DAY ITINERARY

1 Papeete, Tahiti Island (French Polynesia)
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00 - Departure: 18.00

2 Rangiroa, Tuamotu Islands (French Polynesia)

3, 4 At sea
5 Rikitea, Gambier Islands (French Polynesia)

6 Aukena, Gambier Islands (French Polynesia)
Sailing around Temoe Atoll (French Polynesia)

7 At sea
8 Adamstown, Pitcairn (Pitcairn)

9 Sailing along Ducie Island (Pitcairn)

10, 11 At sea
12, 13 Hanga Roa, Easter Island (Chile)

14 Hanga Roa, Easter Island (Chile) - Arrival: 08.00
Disembarkation 
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Highlights:

Aboriginal Art of 
the Kimberley 

BROOME • DARWIN 
LE BELLOT 14 days/13 nights  
17th September 2021
From € 9,140 

Vansittart Bay

Hunter River
Lacepede

Islands AUSTRALIA

King George River

Timor Sea

Wyndham

DARWIN

Pulau Meatimiarang
INDONESIA

Collier
Bay

Swift Bay

BROOME

Wurrumiyanga

Pirlangimpi

Bigge Island

DAY ITINERARY

1 Broome (Australia)
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00 - Departure: 18.00

2 Lacepede Islands (Australia)
3, 4 Collier Bay (Australia)
5 Bigge Island (Australia)
6 Hunter River (Australia)
7 Swift Bay (Australia)
8 Vansittart Bay (Australia)
9 King George River (Australia)
10 Wyndham (Australia)
11 Pulau Meatimiarang (Indonesia)
12 Wurrumiyanga (Australia)
13 Pirlangimpi (Australia)

14 Darwin (Australia) - Arrival: 08.00
Disembarkation 

• A cruise in partnership with National Geographic Expeditions 
offering enrichment with a National Geographic Photographer 
and an Expert onboard.

• Join our highly qualified PONANT expedition team.
• Enjoy regular Zodiac® outings & shore visits to experience the 

unique Kimberley wilderness.
• Take guided walks ashore with your expert expedition team to 

view ancient wandjina rock art galleries.
• Listen to stories of the dreamtime from the oldest continuous 

culture on the planet.
• Explore pristine mangrove environments.
• Visit the World renowned Tiwi Design and Manupi Art centres of 

the Tiwi Islands.
• Witness unique tidal phenomena such as the Horizontal Falls 

and Montgomery Reef.

The Essential 
Kimberley 

DARWIN • DARWIN 13 days/12 nights  
LE BELLOT - 6th August 2021
LE LAPÉROUSE - 29th August 2021
From € 8,340 

TROPICAL

EXPE D I TI ON

TROPICAL

EXPE D I TI ON

NATURALIST

Highlights:

Vansittart Bay

Hunter River

Lacepede Islands AUSTRALIA

King George River

Timor Sea

Wyndham

DARWIN

Pulau Meatimiarang
INDONESIA

Collier
Bay

Swift Bay
Careening Bay

DAY ITINERARY

1 Darwin (Australia)
Embarkation from 16.00 to 17.00 - Departure: 18.00

2 Pulau Meatimiarang (technical stop) (Indonesia)
3 Wyndham (Australia)
4 King George River (Australia)
5 Vansittart Bay (Australia)
6 Hunter River (Australia)
7 Collier Bay (Australia)
8 Lacepede Islands (Australia)
9 Collier Bay (Australia)
10 Careening Bay (Australia)
11 Swift Bay (Australia)
12 At sea
13 Darwin (Australia) - Arrival: 08.00

Disembarkation 

• A cruise in partnership with National Geographic Expeditions
offering enrichment with a National Geographic Photographer 
and an Expert onboard.

• Join our highly qualified expedition team.
• Enjoy regular Zodiac® outings & shore visits to get close to the 

Kimberley nature.
• Discover billions of years-old landscapes & ancient rock art.
• Listen to stories of the dreamtime from the oldest continuous 

culture on the planet.
•  Explore pristine mangrove environments.
• Witness unique tidal phenomena such as the Horizontal Falls.
• In Wyndham, enjoy one of the 3 complimentary excursions *: Ord 

River experience, Bungle Bungle scenic flight or El Questro Park 
experience  (*subject to availability, on a first come first served basis in 
chronological order of booking, please contact our travel agents).

NATURALIST
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Fluid lines, streamlined bow, and an appearance enhanced by two 
glass arches which let in light and provide water views: the exterior 
lines of our ships reflect the spirit of a subtly revisited nautical 
theme.
On board, an elegant selection of fine materials in discreet and 
soothing shades of taupe, grey, white and natural wood gives these 
ships a unique style that is both contemporary and inviting.

The
Welcome on board...

Fleet
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Fitted with only 132 carefully designed staterooms and suites (122 aboard Le Lyrial), 
95% with balconies and all with sea views, our sisterships are perfectly in harmony 
with PONANT’s policy of offering all guests exacting levels of service and real contact 
with the crew, and by virtue of their compact size have the advantage of being able to 
sail near to far-off lands all over the world.
These limited capacity ships are perfectly suited to island- and city-hopping.
They boast large windows and exterior decks so guests can enjoy breath-taking views 
to the horizon.

The Sisterships: L’Austral,  
Le Boréal, Le Soléal & Le Lyrial 
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Deck Plans

62

3

Gastronomic Restaurant - Marina

28 Deluxe Staterooms with private balcony 
8 Superior Staterooms (Staterooms 300 
& 301 have a porthole) - Main Lounge - 
Shop - Reception desk - Excursion desk 
- Medical centre

4 35 Prestige Staterooms with private 
balcony Theatre

5 37 Prestige Staterooms with private balcony 
(with 22 Prestige Staterooms convertible into 11 
Prestige Suites) - Fitness - Beauty Corner Sothys™: 
Balneo, Hammam, Massage, Hairdresser - 
Relaxation room - Image & photo desk - Bridge

Le Boréal, L’Austral, Le Soléal: Owner’s Suite 
- 3 Deluxe Suites with private balcony - 20
Prestige Staterooms with private balcony
(with 18 Prestige Staterooms convertible into
9 Prestige Suites) - Le Lyrial: Owner’s Suite 
1 Grand Privilege Suite - 3 Deluxe Suites
with private balcony - 1 Grand Deluxe Suite - 
8 Privilege Suites - 1 Prestige Stateroom - Pool 
- Grill Restaurant - Internet space - Library -
Panoramic lounge - Panoramic terrace

Open-air bar - Sun deck7

Deck 6 - Le Lyrial
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Deck 6 - Le Boréal - L’Austral - Le Soléal
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Le Soléal configuration: (1) Hammam (2) Locker (3) Massage / Le Lyrial configuration: (1) Hammam (2) Massage (3) Massage
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Owner’s Suite  
Deck 6
Privilege Suites 
Deck 6 - Le Lyrial 
Grand Privilege Suite 
Deck 6 -  Le Lyrial 

Prestige Suites  
Deck 6 - 5 (except Le Lyrial)
Grand Deluxe Suites  
Deck 6 -  Le Lyrial  
Deluxe Suites  
Deck 6

Prestige Staterooms 
Deck 4 - 5 - 6
Deluxe Staterooms  
Deck 3
Superior Staterooms  
Deck 3



Discover your Stateroom
Elegant and flexible Suites and Staterooms, 

decorated by French interior designers, all with sea view.

Amenities

Balcony

WC WCShower
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room
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Tv Tv

Bar Desk

Suite Armateur - AUSTRAL
PONT 6
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Suites Prestige - AUSTRAL
PONTS  6 - 5

Tv Tv

Bar Bar
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room

Tv
Shower

Bar
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WC
Dressing 

room
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Shower

Bar

Suites Deluxe - AUSTRAL
PONT 6

DaybedDaybed

WC

Shower

Balcony
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room

Tv

Bar

WC

Shower

Balcony

Dressing
room

Tv

Bar

Cabines Deluxe - AUSTRAL
PONT 3

WC

Shower
Dressing

room

Tv

Daybed

Bar

WC

Shower
Dressing
room

Tv

Daybed

Bar

Cabines Supérieures - AUSTRAL
PONT 3

OWNER’S SUITE  (45 sq.m + 9 sq.m. private balcony / 484 sq.ft + 97 sq.ft. private balcony with sliding bay windows)

Deluxe Suites aboard Le Boréal: 1 shower and 1 bathtub.(1) Prestige Suites aboard Le Boréal & Le Soléal:  1 shower and 1 bathtub.
(2) Prestige Staterooms aboard Le Boréal & Le Soléal, decks 5 & 6:  1 shower or bathtub depends on cabins.

20 PRESTIGE SUITES (36 sq.m. + 8 sq.m. private balcony / 398 sq.ft. + 86 sq.ft. private balcony with sliding bay windows)

92 PRESTIGE STATEROOMS (18 sq.m. + 4 sq.m. private balcony / 200 sq.ft. + 43 sq.ft. private balcony with sliding bay window)

3 DELUXE SUITES (27 sq.m. + 6 sq.m. private balcony /
290 sq.ft. + 54 sq.ft. private balcony with sliding bay window)

28 DELUXE STATEROOMS 
(18 sq.m. + 4 sq.m. private balcony / 200 sq.ft. + 43 sq.ft. private balcony with French window)

8 SUPERIOR STATEROOMS
(21 sq.m. / 226 sq.ft)

• Individually-controlled airconditioning
• Stateroom layout: king-size bed, or twin beds, interconnecting 

Staterooms available (Children welcome)
• Minibar
• Flat screen satellite TV
• iPod™ docking stations
• Desk with stationery

• Safe 
• Hermès® bath products
• Dressing table, bath robes, hairdryer
• Direct line telephone
• 110V American (two flat pins) / 220V European (round

sockets with two round pins)
• 24hr room service
• Inclusive Internet access Wifi

L’Austral, Le Boréal & Le Soléal accommodation
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Le Lyrial accommodation
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3 DELUXE SUITES 
27 sq.m. + 6 sq.m. private balcony 
with sliding bay window / 291 sq.ft. 
+ 65 sq.ft. private balcony
with sliding bay window

28 DELUXE STATEROOMS 
18 sq.m. + 4 sq.m. private balcony 
with French window / 194 sq.ft. + 43 
sq.ft. private balcony
with French window

8 SUPERIOR STATEROOMS 
21 sq.m. / 226 sq.ft

GRAND DELUXE SUITE 
45 sq.m + 10 sq.m. private balcony with  
sliding bay windows / 484 sq.ft + 108 sq.ft. 
private balcony with sliding bay windows

8 PRIVILEGE SUITES 
36 sq.m + 8 sq.m. private balcony with 
sliding bay windows /388 sq.ft. + 86 sq.ft. 
private balcony with sliding bay windows

73 PRESTIGE STATEROOMS 18 sq.m. + 4 sq.m. private balcony / 194 
sq.ft. + 43 sq.ft. private balcony with sliding bay window 

11 PRESTIGE SUITES  36 sq.m. + 8 sq.m. private balcony / 388 sq.ft. + 86 
sq.ft. private balcony with sliding bay windows

OWNER’S SUITE 
54 sq.m + 12 sq.m. private balcony with sliding bay windows / 581 sq.ft + 129 sq.ft. private balcony with 
sliding bay windows

GRAND PRIVILEGE SUITE 
54 sq.m + 12 sq.m. private balcony with sliding bay 
windows / 581 sq.ft + 129 sq.ft. private balcony with 
sliding bay windows

LOBBY
1 453 sq.ft / 135 sq.m Concierge lounge including 
reception, customer relations and excursions 
desk, concierge service

RESTAURANTS
• Gastronomic Restaurant

3 982 sq.ft / 370 sq.m 
Capacity: 268
Elegant main dining room for breakfast, lunch
and dinner serving French and international
cuisine, fine wine cellar

• Grill Restaurant
2 530 sq.ft / 235 sq.m
Inside capacity: 90
Outside capacity: 60
Casual eating venue for breakfast, buffet lunch 
and themed dinner

LOUNGES
• Main Lounge

2 745 sq.ft / 255 sq.m
Inside capacity: 110
Outside capacity: 30
Afternoon tea, lounge, live music, dance floor
and cocktail bar
Access to the outside terrace

• Panoramic Lounge
1 184 sq.ft / 110 sq.m
Library, internet desk, cocktail bar, live
entertainment on selected evenings
Direct access to the panoramic terrace

• Open-air Bar (Pool deck)
Seating: 50
Overlooking the pool deck

RECREATION / RELAXATION
• Theatre

2 690 sq.ft / 250 sq.m
Capacity: 250
Main show room for conferences and live
entertainment on selected evenings
State-of-the-art audio and video technology

• Fitness & Beauty Corner
Fitness room: Kinesis equipment, running
machines, bicycles...
Beauty Corner Sothys™: Hairdresser,
Massage rooms (2), Balneo room, Hammam,
Relaxation room

• Leisure area
Wii™ area, photoshop
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The PONANT EXPLORERS: 
Le Lapérouse, Le Champlain,  
Le Bougainville,  
Le Dumont-d’Urville, Le Bellot 
& Le Jacques-Cartier
131 metres long, and just 88 staterooms, each with a private balcony, 4 suites, each with 
a plate glass window and private terrace… Guests aboard our PONANT EXPLORERS will 
find all of the special touches that have forged the reputation of PONANT cruises: small 
capacity, intimate atmosphere, professional and attentive service.
These ships of the PONANT EXPLORERS series are equipped with an underwater passenger 
lounge, called Blue Eye. This lounge enables PONANT guests to become sub-acquatic 
explorers, in the heart of an underwater universe where all of their senses will be 
stimulated.
These new stars of the PONANT fleet are fitted with a movable marina platform, enabling 
guests to swim and engage in other activities directly from the ship. A submersible mini-
port provides easy access to a number of nautical activities (kayaking, paddle boarding, …)
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Deck Plans

Owner’s Suite  
Deck 5 (Deck 6 aboard Le Lapérouse and Le Champlain)
Privilege Suites 
Deck 5 - 6  

Grand Deluxe Suites 
Deck 5 - 6 
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Deck 5 - 6  

Deluxe Suites 
Deck 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 
Prestige Staterooms 
Deck 4 - 5 - 6
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(including 10 Prestige Staterooms convertible 
into 5 Luxury Suites) - 2 Deluxe Suites -  
2 Privilege Suites - 2 Grand Deluxe 
Suites (except aboard Le Lapérouse and  
Le Champlain: 1 Grand Deluxe Suite and 1 
Owner’s Suite) 4

5 Bridge - 29 Prestige Staterooms (including  
1 for person of reduced mobility and 26 Prestige 
Staterooms convertible into 13 Prestige Suites) -  
1 Deluxe Suite - 2 Privilege Suites -  
2 Owner’s Suites (except aboard Le 
Lapérouse and Le Champlain: 2 Grand Deluxe 
Suites)

Restaurant - 23 Prestige Staterooms (including 
1 for person of reduced mobility) - 1 Deluxe Suite

Reception Desk - Excursion Desk - Main 
Lounge - Pool Deck - Shop - Medical 
Centre - Theatre - 13 Deluxe Staterooms 
- 1 Deluxe Suite
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Privilege suite
Deck 5 - Deck 6

Owner suite
Deck 6

Grand Deluxe suite
Deck 5 - Deck 6

Fitness - Ponant Yacht Spa - Sundeck

Panoramic lounge - 14  Prestige staterooms (including 10 Prestige staterooms convertible into 5 Luxury suites) - 2 Deluxe suites - 2 Privilege suites - 1 Grand Deluxe Suite - 1 Owner suite

Bridge - 29 Prestige staterooms (including 1 for person of reduced mobility and 26 Prestige staterooms convertible into 13 Prestige suites) - 1 Deluxe Suite - 2 Privilege suites - 2 Grand Deluxe suites

Restaurant - 23 Prestige staterooms (including 1 for person of reduced mobility) - 1 Deluxe suite 

Reception Desk - Excursion Desk - Main Lounge - Pool Deck - Shop - Medical Center - Theater - 13 Deluxe staterooms - 1 Deluxe suite

Marina

*Aboard Le Lapérouse and Le Champlain, the Owner’s Suite is located on deck 6 (Suite 621)

**Aboard Le Lapérouse and Le Champlain, the Suites 534 and 535 located on deck 5 are Grand Deluxe Suites.
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DECK 4
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DECK 2
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Prestige stateroom
Deck 4 - Deck 5 - Deck 6

Deluxe suite
Deck 3 - Deck 4 - Deck 5 - Deck 6

Prestige suite
Deck 5 - Deck 6

Privilege suite
Deck 5 - Deck 6

Owner suite
Deck 6

Grand Deluxe suite
Deck 5 - Deck 6

Fitness - Ponant Yacht Spa - Sundeck

Panoramic lounge - 14  Prestige staterooms (including 10 Prestige staterooms convertible into 5 Luxury suites) - 2 Deluxe suites - 2 Privilege suites - 1 Grand Deluxe Suite - 1 Owner suite

Bridge - 29 Prestige staterooms (including 1 for person of reduced mobility and 26 Prestige staterooms convertible into 13 Prestige suites) - 1 Deluxe Suite - 2 Privilege suites - 2 Grand Deluxe suites

Restaurant - 23 Prestige staterooms (including 1 for person of reduced mobility) - 1 Deluxe suite 

Reception Desk - Excursion Desk - Main Lounge - Pool Deck - Shop - Medical Center - Theater - 13 Deluxe staterooms - 1 Deluxe suite

Marina
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Discover your Stateroom*
Elegant and flexible Suites and Staterooms, 

decorated by French interior designers, all with sea view.

Accommodation

Patio

Dressing Room

Minibar

TV

TV

WC

WC

Shower

Balneo bathtub

Suite Prestige

Balcony Balcony

WCWC

ShowerShower

TVTV
Sofa Bed 

Minibar

Dressing Room

Minibar

Dressing Room

Suite Privilege

Dressing Room

Balcony

Minibar TV

WC

Shower

Dressing Room

Suite Deluxe

Dressing Room

Balcony

MinibarTV

WC

Shower

Dressing Room

Schlafsofa 

Dressing Room

Balcony

WC

Shower

TV

Minibar

Dressing Room

Balcony

WC

Shower

TV

Minibar

Dressing Room
TV

TV

WC

WC

Shower

Balneo bathtub

Hot tub

Patio

OWNER’S SUITE
45 sq.m + 40 sq.m. private terrace* with hot tub and sliding bay windows 
484 sq.ft + 430 sq.ft. private terrace* with hot tub  and sliding bay windows

GRAND DELUXE SUITES
45 sq.m + 30 sq.m. private terrace and sliding bay windows
484 sq.ft + 323 sq.ft. private terrace and sliding bay windows

4 PRIVILEGE SUITES
32 sq.m + 8 sq.m. private balcony with sliding bay window
344 sq.ft + 86 sq.ft. private balcony with sliding bay window

18 PRESTIGE SUITES
38 sq.m + 8 sq.m. private balcony with 
sliding bay window
409 sq.ft + 86 sq.ft. private balcony with 
sliding bay window

5 DELUXE SUITES
27,5 sq.m + 6 sq.m. private 
balcony with sliding bay window
291 sq.ft + 65 sq.ft. private balcony
with sliding bay window

13 DELUXE STAT.
19 sq.m + 4 sq.m. private balcony 
with French window
204 sq.ft + 43 sq.ft. private balcony 
with French window

66 PRESTIGE STAT.
19 sq.m + 4 sq.m. private balcony 
with sliding bay window
204 sq.ft + 43 sq.ft. private balcony
with sliding bay window

(*30 sq.m. of private terrace aboard Le Lapérouse and Le Champlain - 323 sq.ft. of private terrace aboard Le Lapérouse and Le Champlain)

(*except aboard Le Lapérouse and Le Champlain)

(Deck 5: 40 sq.m. private terrace with hot tub*and sliding bay windows)
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RECEPTION AREA
140 sq.m. / 1507 sq.ft  - Reception/concierge desk, 
excursions desk, ship’s administrative services, 
sales office, 50 sq.m. - 538 sq.ft  shop.

MAIN LOUNGE
200 sq.m. / 2153 sq.ft which can accommodate 
all of our guests to share convivial moments and 
to host activities organised during the day or 
evening.

BLUE EYE LOUNGE
Multi-sensory underwater lounge which can 
accommodate 40 guests.

RESTAURANTS
• Grill Restaurant

Capacity: 70
Buffet & Grill

• Panoramic Restaurant
Capacity : all guests
Buffet & table service 
opens onto the outside deck 

• Individually-controlled airconditioning
• Stateroom layout: king-size bed, or twin beds, communicating 

Staterooms available (Children welcome)
• Minibar
• Flat screen satellite TV
• Video on demand
• iPod™ docking stations 
• Desk with stationery

• Safe
• Hermès® bath products
• Dressing table, bath robes, Hairdryer
• Direct line telephone
• 110V American (two flat pins) /220V European 

(round sockets with two round pins)
• 24hr room service
• Inclusive Internet access Wifi

RECREATION / RELAXATION 
•  Hydraulic platform 
- Easier boarding 
- Easier Zodiac® embarkation and disembarkation
- Easier access to the sea for practising various

water sports such as kayaking or paddle-
boarding.

• Pool deck
- Pool with a panoramic view, equipped with a

counter-current swimming system
- Solarium,
- Outdoor bar and lounge 

• Theatre
Capacity: 188
- Main show room for conferences and  live

entertainment on selected evenings
- State-of-the-art audio and video technology

Public areas

Amenities
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Come and sail aboard  
Le Commandant-Charcot

on an unforgettable polar odyssey!
From Summer 2021, PONANT offers you the possibility of experiencing the intensity of a polar 
exploration cruise aboard a ship where everything is luxurious, harmonious and comfortable.  
An innovative concept that is unique in the world!

PONANT Luxury and Comfort 
at extreme latitudes
Equipped with just 135 staterooms including 31 suites with 
balconies and outside views, Le Commandant-Charcot 
welcomes you in an intimate and refined atmosphere. 
Outstanding gastronomy, relaxation in the indoor pool 
surrounded by its winter garden, or in the heated outdoor 
Blue Lagoon with a stunning view of the ice floe… Whatever 
your desires, our professional and attentive staff are at your 
disposal to make your cruise an exceptional experience.

For the design and decoration of Le Commandant-Charcot, 
PONANT commissioned two internationally renowned design 
and architecture firms, the studio of Jean-Philippe Nuel and 
Wilmotte & Associes. The approach is contemporary with the 
desire to create a warm and elegant setting. Particular care 
is taken with the details and the choice of materials: stone, 
wood and leather recall the natural environment in which the 
ship is sailing.
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A technological revolution
To design this exceptional polar vessel, PONANT joined forces 
with Aker Arctic, global specialist in ice-sailing technologies. The 
PC2 polar hull of this hybrid ship was specially developed with an 
innovative design, which will enable Le Commandant-Charcot to 
achieve unrivalled sailing performances, even in the most difficult 
conditions imposed by these challenging environments.

Brand-new itineraries
PONANT designed Le Commandant-Charcot, the first passenger 
ship capable of sailing on seas and oceans rendered inaccessible 
by sea ice during the entire year to ordinary ships. All of our 
itineraries are designed based on information from scouting 
missions carried out by polar and ice specialists to avoid any 
forced passage and to ensure, as far as is possible, accessibility to 
the remotest polar regions.

Sustainable development 
at the heart of the design
With its hybrid propulsion combining liquefied natural gas (LNG) 
and electric generators, Le Commandant-Charcot has been 
designed to minimise the environmental impact of travel to the 
furthest latitudes. It will be fitted with the latest environmental 
protection technology, in line with PONANT's commitment to 
sustainable development. It will also host a scientific research 
laboratory equipped to study the polar ecosystems.
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13th September 2020

26th September 2020

21st October 2020

28th October 2020

29th October 2020

17th November 2020

4th January 2021

25th January 2021

20th February 2021

1st March 2021

2nd March 2021

30th March 2021

1st April 2021

27th May 2021

6th August 2021

15th August 2021

29th August 2021

17th September 2021

20th September 2021

23rd September 2021

4th October 2021

Le Soléal

Le Soléal

Le Dumont-d'Urville

Le Boréal

Le Dumont-d'Urville

Le Dumont-d'Urville

Le Dumont-d'Urville

Le Boréal

Le Boréal

Le Dumont-d'Urville

Le Boréal

L'Austral

Le Dumont-d'Urville

Le Boréal

Le Bellot

L'Austral

Le Lapérouse

Le Bellot

Le Soléal

L'Austral

Le Soléal

San Diego • Puerto Quetzal

Puerto Quetzal • Guayaquil

Dakar • Praia

Papeete • Hanga Roa

Praia • Dakar

Cayenne • Cayenne

Colón • Puerto Caldera

Ushuaia • Ushuaia

Ushuaia • Ushuaia

Colón • Fort-de-France

Ushuaia • Talcahuano

Praia • Dakar

Cayenne • Cayenne

Tromso • Longyearbyen

Darwin • Darwin

Kangerlussuaq • Tromso

Darwin • Darwin

Broome • Darwin

Nome • Petropavlovsk

Nome • Vancouver

Petropavlovsk • Otaru

13

13

8

13

11

12

7

10

10

9

12

8

12

8

12

15

12

13

14

14

14

Caribbean and Latin America

Caribbean and Latin America

Atlantic

Polynesia

Atlantic

Caribbean and Latin America

Caribbean and Latin America

Antarctic

Antarctic

Caribbean and Latin America

Antarctic

Atlantic

Caribbean and Latin America

Arctic

Oceania

Arctic

Oceania

Oceania

Arctic

Arctic

Arctic

From € 6,000

From € 4,860

From € 5,090

From € 4,860

From € 7,220

From € 6,300

From € 3,720

From € 10,300

From € 10,300

From € 3,690

From € 6,660

From € 4,160

From € 6,300

From € 8,730

From € 8,340

From € 10,570

From € 8,340

From € 9,140

From € 9,370

From € 8,850

From € 8,220

Calendar
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Important notice
These General Terms and Conditions of Sale (General Ts&Cs) are an integral part of the 
Contract between CDP and the Traveller. The Special Terms and Conditions of Sale (Spe-
cial Ts&Cs) – which are specific to each Cruise season (summer or winter) or to the MS 
Paul Gauguin.ship may take precedence over these Terms and Conditions of Sale. In any 
case, the provisions on the Cruise Ticket and the Passage Ticket take precedence over 
the General Terms and Conditions and Special Terms and Conditions of Sale. This set of 
contractual documents constitutes the Contract between CDP and the Traveller.
If any provision in these General Terms and Conditions of Sale and/or the Contract runs 
contrary to a mandatory legal provision, and/or is deemed invalid, such invalidity shall 
not affect the validity of the other clauses.
In accordance with Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of personal data, the Traveller has the right to 
access, correct, delete, port, contest and limit data processing, and to not be subject to 
an automatic individual decision, including profiling, for nominative information about 
them that Compagnie du Ponant, as the Data Controller, may notably collect for business 
purposes and to provide services. To find out more about or exercise their personal data 
rights, the Traveller can contact the Data Protection Officer (vieprivee@ponant.com) or 
see the Compagnie du Ponant Personal Data Protection Policy at www.ponant.com.

1. Definitions
1.1 “Tickets”: Means either Transport Tickets, Cruise Tickets and/or Airline Tickets. 
1.2 “Airline Ticket”: Document containing the terms of the air transport contract under 
which the Air Carrier undertakes to carry the Traveller between the airports mentioned. 
1.3 “Cruise Ticket”: Document containing the terms of the cruise contract under which 
the Cruise Organiser undertakes to have the Traveller carried by the Maritime Carrier and 
provide them with the services mentioned on the Cruise Ticket. The Cruise Ticket issued 
to the Traveller is governed by the general terms of the Cruise Ticket.
1.4 “Passage Ticket”: Document containing the terms of the passage contract under 
which the Maritime Carrier undertakes to carry the Traveller between the ports men-
tioned. The Passage Ticket issued to the Traveller is governed by the general terms of 
the Passage Ticket.
1.5 “CDP”: Compagnie du Ponant, a simplified joint-stock company headquartered at 
408, avenue du Prado 13008 MARSEILLE, France with capital of €3,644,607, registered in 
the MARSEILLE Trade and Companies Register under number 344 497 011, State Licence 
no.013.06.0005, member of the S.N.A.V. and registered with ATOUT France under number 
IMO13120040. Its financial security is provided by APST, 15 avenue Carnot, 75017 Paris, 
France. Compagnie du Ponant is insured with Generali Assurance IARD – 7 boulevard 
Haussmann – 75456 PARIS Cedex 09, France, under Professional Indemnity contract 
no.AA714708.
1.6 “Conclusion of the Contract”: Means the moment when the Contract begins be-
tween the Traveller(s) and CDP, that is, when the latter confirms the Traveller reservation. 
1.7 “General Terms and Conditions of Sale” or “General Ts&Cs”: The provisions of 
this document.
1.8 “Special Terms and Conditions of Sale” or “Special Ts&Cs”: Contract terms that 
apply to the Contract and are specific to each Cruise season: summer or winter.
1.9 “Contract”: All the respective obligations of CDP and the Traveller as set out on the 
invoice and Tickets, as well as in the General Ts&Cs and Special Ts&Cs.
1.10 “Cruise”: Maritime tour as described in the Sales Brochure and/or on the CDP web-
site and on the Cruise Ticket.
1.11 “Expedition Cruise”: Cruise during which exploratory outings in an inflatable din-
ghy are planned and naturalist guides are present.
1.12 “Pre-Sale Excursion/Extension”: Services including Transfers, visits and services 
on land before, during and/or after the Cruise.
1.13 “Package”: means the combination of a Cruise and a flight, and/or a Transfer, and/
or Pre and Post-Cruise Services, and/or Pre-Sale Excursions/Extensions, and/or any other 
tourist service booked at the Conclusion of the Contract. This does not include excur-
sions on land that have not been booked at the same time as the Cruise itself, or services 
offered on board the ship.
1.14 “Cruise Organiser”: Natural person or company that undertakes to have Travellers 
carried by the Maritime Carrier and provide them with the services mentioned on the 
Cruise Ticket, and whose header appears on the Cruise Ticket.
1.15 “Disabled Person” or “Person With Reduced Mobility”: Any person who is lim-
ited in their activities or restricted in their participation in the agreed Services due to a 
substantial deterioration of one or more physical, sensory, mental, cognitive or psycho-
logical functions, to multiple disabilities or to a disabling health problem.
1.16 “Service”: Means any Cruise, Package, flight, Transfer, Pre- or Post-Cruise Service, 
Pre-Sale Excursion/Extension and any tourist service booked at the Conclusion of the 
Contract.
1.17 “Price”: Total cost of Services reserved by the Traveller.
1.18 “Pre- and Post-Cruise Services”: Services including Transfers, visits and services 
on land before, and/or after the Cruise, as mentioned in the Contract.
1.19 “Transfer”: Operation involving transporting Travellers between the embarkation 
port and/or the disembarkation port and a meeting point set by CDP (airport, hotel, train 
station, etc.).
1.20 “Maritime Carrier”: Natural person or company that operates the ship carrying 
Travellers, and whose header appears on the Passage Ticket.
1.21 “Air Carrier”: Company that undertakes to carry Travellers by air and whose header 
appears on the Airline Ticket.
1.22 “Seller”: Natural or legal person who has sold the Services included in the Contract 
direct to Travellers.
1.23 “Travellers”: Any person named at the time of booking/the Conclusion of the Con-
tract and appearing on the invoice and/or on the Tickets issued by CDP or by the Seller.
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2. Acceptance and application of the general terms and conditions
2.1 The Conclusion of the Contract constitutes the Traveller’s unreserved acceptance of 
all these General Ts&Cs and Special Ts&Cs, as well as the clauses and terms of the Pas-
sage Ticket and Cruise Ticket.

3. Applicable text
3.1 Where CDP acts as Maritime Carrier, the contractual relations between CDP and the 
Traveller are governed by the Passage Ticket and by the provisions of the French Trans-
port Code, particularly Articles L 5420-1 to L 5421-12, by the implementing Decree of 31 
December 1966 and the provisions of the London International Convention of 19 Novem-
ber 1976, and where appropriate, those of Regulation 392/2009 of the European Parlia-
ment and of the Council of 23 April 2009, which are an integral part of the Passage Ticket.
3.2 Where CDP is the Cruise Organiser, the contractual relations between CDP and the 
Traveller are governed by the Contract, which includes the Cruise Ticket, as well as by 
Articles 47 to 49 of French Law no.66-420 of 18 June 1966 on maritime affreightment and 
carriage contracts and its implementing decree of 31 December 1966.
3.3 Where CDP is the Seller of a tourist package within the meaning of Article L.211-2 
of the French Tourism Code, the contractual relations between CDP and the Traveller 
are governed by the Contract and by Articles L.211-1 and following of the Tourism Code.

4. Payment of the price
4.1 The Conclusion of the Contract entails paying a deposit equivalent to 25% of the Price 
of this Service, with the balance to be paid no later than 60 working days before the start 
of the initial Service in the Contract.
4.2 By way of derogation from Article 4.1, for Expedition Cruises, the balance must be 
paid no later than 90 days before the start of the initial Service in the Contract.
4.3 After the Service has been fully paid for, the Traveller will receive the Ticket(s) and, 
where applicable, the vouchers and insurance contract, if these have been purchased 
direct from CDP.

5. Prices and discounts per person and per cruise
5.1 The reference pricing for the cruise applies while the latter is available for purchase 
and is per person and based on double cabin occupancy.
5.2 The PONANT BONUS price is the best price you can access on the day of booking. 
It can save you up to 30% on the cruise reference price (port-to-port price only, exclud-
ing port and security taxes, excluding air fare, excluding any land-based services). In 
response to changing cruise availability, the percentage discount may reduce and the 
PONANT BONUS price increase. The PONANT BONUS price does not apply to the MS Paul 
Gauguin.
5.3 Single Supplement. The single supplement applies to any person in a single cabin. 
It applies to the port-port element (excluding port taxes) of the current PONANT BONUS 
price. This supplement may vary depending on how full a particular cruise is. It may 
therefore change for certain categories of cabins and/or suites only, or for any cruise at 
any time without notice. There is no single supplement on selected cruises for certain 
cabin categories. This selection is updated according to how full a particular cruise is and 
can be checked online at www.ponant.com.
5.4 Depending on how full the ship is (excluding the LE PONANT yacht and the MS Paul 
Gauguin) at the time of booking, a “guaranteed” cabin in the Deluxe Deck 3 category 
may be offered. This means the booking is made in the Deluxe Deck 3 category, but no 
cabin number is assigned. Cabins will be allocated at the discretion of the Company and 
may change at any time until embarkation. Once a cabin number has been assigned, no 
change request can be accepted. The advantage of this approach is that passengers can 
enjoy superior-category accommodation without paying a surcharge. In any case, the 
minimum category chosen when booking is guaranteed.
5.5 Other discounts
These offers cannot be combined with any other type of reduction or special offer. If you 
qualify for several discounts, the amount for the second discount is calculated using the 
price obtained after taking off the first discount, and so on.
5.5.1 Consecutive cruises: on all our cruises, enjoy 10% off a consecutive cruise; on 
a selection of cruises (list can be viewed any time at www.ponant.com), enjoy 20% off 
the cruise in second position, 30% off the cruise in third position and 40% off the cruise 
in fourth position (offers cannot be combined). These discounts apply to the port-port 
cruise price only, excluding port taxes.
5.5.2 Ponant Yacht Club Members
Commodore: 12.5% off the port-port cruise price only, excluding port and security taxes.
Grand Admiral: 10% off the port-port cruise price only, excluding port and security taxes.
Admiral: 7.5% off the port-port cruise price only, excluding port and security taxes.
Major: 5% off the port-port cruise price only, excluding port and security taxes.
5.5.3 Honeymoon Offer:
If you go on a cruise in the 12 months after your wedding or civil partnership celebration, 
you can enjoy the following benefits (except on the MS Paul Gauguin):
5% off the port-port cruise price only, excluding port and security taxes,
- Bottle of champagne on arrival,
- Photo shoot with five couple’s photos included (all ships except Le Ponant),
- Two free spa treatments (maximum value: €120 per treatment) (all ships except Le
Ponant),
- On-board surprises.
On the MS Paul Gauguin, you can enjoy a traditional Polynesian blessing, as well as a 
bottle of champagne in your cabin. Offer valid on presentation of proof of eligibility. Offer 
cannot be used together with any other reduction.
5.5.4 Wedding Anniversaries
Every multiple of five years after your wedding or civil partnership (5, 10, 15, 20, etc.) you 
can enjoy a €200 discount per cabin/suite for a cruise during the anniversary year. Offer 
valid on presentation of proof of eligibility. Discount can be applied once per anniversary 
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year. This offer is not valid on the MS Paul Gauguin.
5.5.5 Family & Friends
• Where a reservation includes at least five paying passengers, the entire party receives a 
5% discount on the same port-to-port cruise (excluding port taxes). This offer is not valid 
on the MS Paul Gauguin.
• Special discounts for children aged 3 to 17 sharing a cabin with one or two adults.
5.5.6 Referral scheme: When you refer someone, you will enjoy a €500 discount per
cabin on your next cruise (when the person you refer books) and they will receive a €500 
discount on their first cruise (these discounts do not apply on the MS Paul Gauguin). If 
the person you have referred cancels, your reduction will no longer apply but you can 
use the offer again whenever the person makes a new reservation. The discount for the 
person referring and for the person referred may not give rise to a payment or refund
in cash. The discount for the person referred applies immediately and is limited to one 
use per cabin and per person referred. The reduction for the person referring is valid on 
their next cruise after the person referred has booked. The discount for the person re-
ferring must be used all at once. The person referring should share their Ponant Yacht 
Club number, or enough information to be identified, with the people being referred. In 
the absence of precise enough identification, the referral scheme cannot proceed. The 
person referring must have already sailed with PONANT. The person referred should not 
have already sailed on a PONANT ship. Neither party should be or have been part of the 
PONANT crew, or worked for a travel agency. Although an unlimited number of people 
can be referred, there can only be one person referred per household, and the person 
referring and the person referred should not be part of the same household. The person 
referring and the person referred cannot share a cabin; neither can two people referred. 
The referral scheme cannot proceed if the person referred or another member of their 
household has already been referred. Other PONANT benefits, such as the Ponant Bonus, 
can be combined with the referral offer.
5.5.7 On-board bookings: 5% off the port-port cruise price only (excluding port and se-
curity taxes) for each new cruise booked with our on-board staff.
Except for the Single Privilege Offer and the Ponant Bonus, the offers described 
above cannot be used together.

6. Passports, visas and vaccination certificates
6.1 Before the Conclusion of the Contract, it is the responsibility of each Traveller with 
French nationality to comply as appropriate with the administrative and/or health for-
malities required by the countries involved in the Services, notably those communicated 
by CDP and accessible on the www.ponant.com website and in the brochure.
6.2 Before the Conclusion of the Contract, Travellers of other nationalities should find 
out from competent embassies and/or consulates the administrative and/or health for-
malities they need to comply with because these are required by the countries involved 
in the Services.
6.3 CDP will in no event be liable for the consequences of the Traveller not complying 
with police, customs or health formalities before or during the Services period. Any Trav-
eller who is unable to board a flight or the ship due to not showing the required docu-
ments cannot claim any refund or compensation.
6.4 In any case, it is recommended that Travellers check all information with the relevant 
authorities before the date of departure. CDP advises Travellers to read their govern-
ment’s latest travel advice online for the destinations chosen. In France, the website is 
http://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/fr/conseils-aux-voyageurs and the telephone number is 
+33 (0)1 43 17 53 53 (French Ministry of Foreign Affairs). CDP would like to alert Travellers 
to the fact that the information given can change right up until the departure date, so 
should be checked until departure. CDP would ask Travellers to adjust their behaviour to 
the destination; to be vigilant and avoid carrying valuable items when travelling abroad.
6.5 Traveller passports will be checked against national and international criminal data-
bases, including those of Interpol.

7. Embarkation and maritime carriage conditions
• General rules
7.1 The Traveller must report for embarkation in line with the terms set out in the Passage 
Ticket and at least two hours before the ship’s scheduled departure time. The Passage 
Ticket and/or Cruise Ticket issued by CDP are only valid for the Cruise and ship men-
tioned on the ticket.
7.2 The purpose of the Passage Ticket is to transport Travellers and their luggage from 
embarkation at the departure port to disembarkation at the destination.
7.3 All Travellers must have a valid passport, or identity card if appropriate, valid for six 
months after their return date, as well as visas and vaccination certificates as these may 
be required at the ship’s ports of call and arrival. Every Traveller is personally responsi-
ble for complying with legal and regulatory requirements before departure. The Carrier, 
Cruise Organiser and/or CDP and/or Captain can deny embarkation or disembarkation 
to any Travellers without the correct documents authorising them to disembark at the 
scheduled arrival point and ports of call.
7.4 If a Traveller who has booked a port-port Cruise organises their own air or land trans-
port to the embarkation point and/or from the disembarkation point back to their home, 
it is strongly recommended that they buy tickets that can be amended and refunded,
and allow sensible train station/airport/port transfer time. If there are delays, cancel-
lations or changes, CDP will not cover transport or Transfer costs, or any other type of 
service outside the Cruise Ticket provisions and not bought direct from CDP. CDP is not 
responsible for any incidents or accidents involving property or persons that arise en
route to/from the ship.
7.4.1 For sea voyages: to make sure you are ready for embarkation on the day of depar-
ture, we would encourage you to spend the previous night in the departure city. Similarly, 
with regards to disembarkation, we would also strongly suggest booking a flight the day 
after arrival. These often-long sea voyages are more affected by weather conditions, in-
cluding wind and currents, than any other type of trip. This may mean bringing sailing 
times forward and/or delaying the ship’s arrival.
7.5 Each Traveller guarantees that they are fit to travel by sea and that their health and 
conduct will not harm other Travellers or the smooth running of the Services agreed and/
or offered. If a Traveller’s health is likely to limit their ability to carry out the Services

agreed, or may disrupt them, they must warn CDP and provide a medical certificate on 
request to prove their fitness. Any known health problems must be reported in writing at 
the Conclusion of the Contract, or at the latest before the ship’s departure (or before the 
Services begin) to the CDP medical service.
7.6 Medical consultations, care and medication on land and on board the ship are the 
responsibility of the Traveller. All Travellers must ensure that they have appropriate med-
ical insurance coverage.
7.7 If there is an epidemic risk, the Carrier, Cruise Organiser, CDP, ship Captain or any local 
health authority can require Travellers to complete a health questionnaire and, where 
appropriate, a screening test before or on embarking or disembarking, including during 
stopovers.
7.8 For Expedition Cruise programmes, where, as stated, medical facilities are several 
days’ sailing away, a compulsory full medical questionnaire (provided at the Conclusion 
of the Contract) must be filled in by the Traveller’s General Practitioner between 90 and 
45 days before the start of the Service. This document must be returned by post or email 
to the CDP medical department (qm@medical.ponant.com) no later than 40 days before 
the Services begin. Medical certificates dated before this period will not be valid. Self-cer-
tification is not permitted. Any Traveller who does not return their completed compulso-
ry medical certificate will be denied embarkation and will not receive any refund.
7.9 Travellers must behave in a disciplined way throughout the trip. Travellers must at-
tend any safety demonstration or explanation organised on board and follow crew in-
structions at all times.
7.10 The Carrier, Cruise Organiser, CDP and/or ship Captain may, if they deem it nec-
essary, terminate the contract and refuse to carry any Traveller not complying with the 
entry requirements for destination port countries, or whose presence on board could 
negatively impact the comfort, health or safety of other Travellers, the crew, or be count-
er to the laws and regulations of ports visited by the ship, or who could make the Carrier, 
Cruise Organiser and/or CDP responsible for their protection or repatriation. For these 
reasons, the Cruise Organiser, Carrier and/or CDP and/or the ship Captain may decide 
to take the following appropriate measures: 1) Forbid the Traveller(s) from embarking 
or disembarking at any port visited by the ship; 2) Make the Traveller(s) disembark at 
any port visited by the ship; 3) Transfer the Traveller(s) to another ship; 4) Confine the 
Travellers(s) on board in their cabin or the medical service cabin; 5) Have the doctor or 
their team administer any drug, medicine or other substance permitted and/or confine 
the Traveller to a hospital or a similar institution at the destination ports if the on board 
doctor deems it necessary.

• Disabled Persons and Persons With Reduced Mobility
7.11 For safety reasons, every Traveller must be independent or travel with someone who 
can provide all the assistance they need during the Services period.
7.12 Travellers with limited mobility due to a physical disability or a condition requiring 
special treatment and/or specific assistance, including wheelchair users, must warn CDP 
in writing when requesting a booking or when the Traveller becomes aware of their dis-
ability if it takes effect after booking, but in any case at least 30 days before the Service 
starts so that CDP is able to confirm that the Traveller can physically undertake the Cruise 
on board the ship and/or the Services agreed.
7.13 The Cruise Organiser, Carrier and/or CDP and/or Captain reserve the right to deny 
access to Travellers who have not informed CDP or the Seller of a disability or a need for 
assistance where the latter are not compatible with safety rules and regulations in the 
sailing area, or would require care that CDP and/or the Carrier cannot provide, or if the 
design of the passenger ship, infrastructure and port equipment, including port termi-
nals, would make embarkation, disembarkation and transporting the person concerned 
in satisfactorily safe conditions impossible.
7.14 Going ashore can be difficult or impossible for Travellers With Reduced Mobility or 
Disabled Travellers, particularly when disembarking on a launch and/or going out on a 
zodiac.
7.15 Travellers using a wheelchair, having gained CDP’s written agreement, must embark 
with their own wheelchair and be accompanied by someone who can assist them at any 
time. In any case, every disembarkation is subject to the Captain’s approval.
7.16 LE BORÉAL, L’AUSTRAL, LE SOLÉAL, LE LYRIAL and LE COMMANDANT-CHARCOT each 
have three cabins specially equipped for Disabled Persons or Persons With Reduced Mo-
bility (two cabins for PONANT EXPLORERS ships; one cabin for the MS Paul Gauguin). 
Please note that because of its different design, the LE PONANT yacht does not allow
access for Persons With Reduced Mobility or Disabled Persons.

• Children and pregnant women
7.17 Children aged under three are not permitted on board the ships, except the MS Paul 
Gauguin which children can board from the age of 12 months. Children aged under six 
are not allowed to board ships for Polar Expedition Cruises.
7.18 For all Expedition Cruises, children must be totally independent during external ac-
tivities organised and when disembarking by inflatable dinghy, be big enough to sit on 
craft rubber sides, and understand and respond immediately to orders given by respon-
sible persons. Therefore, children may only participate in inflatable dinghy activities with 
the approval of the Captain and Expedition Leader depending on the sea conditions and 
the difficulty of disembarkation at each site visited.
7.19 While on board/on excursions, children who are minors remain the full and total
responsibility of their parents or carers.
7.20 PONANT reserves the right to limit the number of children aged under eight on its 
ships.
7.21 Because ships do not have baby delivery facilities on board, women who are over 
six months pregnant are not permitted to embark. In any case, it is recommended that 
pregnant women hoping to travel on a ship consult a doctor before departure to ensure 
that their health is compatible with the proposed cruise.
7.22 On the MS Paul Gauguin, all children aged under 18 must be accompanied by an 
adult aged over 21. If the person accompanying is not the child’s parent, a “Parental Con-
sent” form must be sent to PONANT.



• Permitted baggage
7.21 Every Traveller must correctly and clearly label each piece of luggage with their full 
name, the ship name, their destination and their cabin number. This information must 
be written in visible and indelible characters.
7.22 Any merchandise, goods or items whose content could threaten the health and
integrity of other Travellers and their baggage, or people and goods; could damage or 
pollute the ship; materials that are flammable, explosive, corrosive, dangerous, odorous 
or prone to leaking; items that may not be imported or do not comply with customs or 
police regulations; and in general, goods and items other than those for the Traveller’s 
personal use are forbidden on board and in luggage (hereinafter “Prohibited Items”). The 
Traveller will in any case be responsible for any injury, loss or damage suffered as a re-
sult of Prohibited Items being in their luggage or cabin, and will have to hold the Cruise 
Organiser, Carrier and/or CDP harmless against any legal action that may be brought
against them due to these Prohibited Items being found on board or during embarka-
tion or disembarkation. These Prohibited Items can, at any time and in any location,
be unloaded, destroyed, thrown into the sea or made harmless by the Cruise Organiser, 
Carrier, crew and/or CDP without compensation and regardless of whether the Traveller 
pays for any destruction costs.
7.23 The Traveller must monitor their baggage and personal belongings throughout the 
Service period, including time spent on board and during embarkation, transfer and dis-
embarkation. The Cruise Organiser, Carrier and/or CDP disclaim all liability for luggage 
left unmonitored by the Traveller and for which the latter has not taken all the necessary 
precautions to avoid theft, loss or damage. The Cruise Organiser, Carrier and/or CDP will 
not be held responsible for fragile items, jewellery, watches, money, cash, computers
and other electronic equipment, mobile phones or any other precious item that the
Traveller does not declare as valuable and hand in on the ship with a description and 
approximate value for each, and for which the Traveller has not paid the corresponding 
proportional cloakroom fee.
7.24 The Traveller has civil and criminal responsibility for any damage they cause directly 
or indirectly to the Cruise Organiser, Carrier and/or CDP, to other Travellers or to third
parties. They are solely liable for any fines or penalties imposed as a result by competent 
authorities.
7.25 The Traveller agrees — immediately when requested to do so — to provide the
Cruise Organiser, Carrier, crew officers and/or CDP with full access to their cabin, luggage 
and personal belongings. This also applies to customs, health and/or administrative au-
thorities in stopover countries or the flag state.
7.26 The Cruise Organiser, Carrier and/or CDP are not liable for any damage to photo-
graphic, telephone or electronic equipment, or for cameras lost or damaged while the 
Services are being provided, whether on board the ship or its dinghies or during embar-
kation or disembarkation, or for any damage to objects that fall in the water.

• Animals
7.27 Animals, including service and medical assistance animals, are forbidden on board 
ships and may not embark.

• Smoking policies
7.28 Ships are non-smoking except in designated areas on outside decks (also applies 
to electronic cigarettes).

8. Air transport
8.1 All Airline Tickets are issued as electronic tickets. The first and last names shown 
must be identical to those listed on the valid Traveller passports. Any error or change 
request will mean a new Airline Ticket must be bought.
8.2 In accordance with French Decree no.2007-669 of 2 May 2007 regarding the 
obligation to inform Travellers of Air Carrier identity, CDP will inform the Traveller 
when they book of the identity of the Air Carrier(s) known at that time to be likely to 
provide air transport. Should this change after the Conclusion of the Contract, CDP 
undertakes to communi-cate any changes to the identity of the Air Carrier(s) as soon as 
it becomes aware of them before departure.
8.3 Airlines can have code-share agreements whereby two or more share the same 
flight, with one being the named airline and the other operating the flight with its 
own aero-plane.
8.4 “Direct flight” means no aircraft changes, but does not preclude the possibility of 
one or several stops. “Non-stop direct flight” means no aircraft changes and no stops.
8.5 The schedules and transport types mentioned by CDP are those provided by the 
Air Carriers. Therefore, they are indicative until departure and subject to amendment 
for a variety of reasons (additional stops, atmospheric conditions, air traffic 
permissions, strikes, etc.). In accordance with the Warsaw and Montreal 
Conventions, flight sched-ules and routes, and departure airports and destination 
airports are never contractual elements of the Travel Ticket and as a result CDP 
cannot be held responsible for these changes beyond its control.
8.6 Any technical, climatic or political incident, delay, cancellation or strike, 
additional stop, change of aeroplane, change of route, etc. that arises while air 
transport is being provided cannot be blamed on CDP and cannot give rise to 
compensation for any rea-son. If the Traveller wishes to forfeit the benefit of a 
Service, they will be liable for the cancellation charges shown below.
8.7 The Air Carrier’s liability is limited in the case of damages, complaints or claims of 
any kind in accordance with the Airline Ticket terms. CDP will not reimburse any 
expenses (taxis, meals, hotels, etc.) once the Traveller becomes the Air Carrier’s 
responsibility. The consequences of accidents/incidents that may occur during air 
transport are governed by the Warsaw and Montreal Conventions, or by local 
regulations governing national transport in the country concerned.
8.8 On scheduled international flights, depending on the Air Carrier, the general 
baggage allowance (excluding benefits for loyalty programme members) is strictly 
limited to 23 kg maximum in the hold and 8 kg maximum per Traveller in the cabin. 
On scheduled domestic flights, the allowance is generally between 15 and 20 kg 
maximum in the hold. On flights chartered by CDP, the hold baggage allowance is 23 kg 
(subject to confirmation by the Air Carrier selected) and 5 kg maximum per piece of 
cabin baggage. Travellers 
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should pack carefully with these restrictions in mind. Air Carriers will not hesitate to bill 
for excess baggage and sometimes refuse to check in overly heavy or bulky luggage for 
stringent security reasons. CDP and the Air Carrier cannot be held responsible if a Travel-
ler is denied check-in due to their baggage being too heavy.

9. Assignment of the Contract
9.1 In accordance with Article R.211-7 of the French Tourism Code, and only where this 
code applies to CDP, the Traveller can transfer their Contract to a third party who fulfils 
the same conditions as they do for all Services, as long as the latter have not yet begun.
9.2 The transferor and transferee must inform CDP of this decision by any means that 
allows for acknowledgement of receipt (registered letter, email, fax, etc.) no later than 10 
working days before the start of the Services. After this, charges may apply.
9.3 Should the Traveller transfer their Contract without informing CDP in line with the 
process set out above, this assignment will not be valid and the Services covered in the 
Contract will be cancelled without any refund.

10. Contract cancellation and amendments by the Traveller
10.1 Under Article L.121-21 of the French Consumer Code, Travellers should note that 
they do not have the right to withdraw from the Contract set out in Article L.121-17 of 
the Consumer Code.
10.2 Unless otherwise agreed with CDP, the Traveller cannot amend the Services de-
scribed in the Contract.

10.3 If the Traveller wishes to amend or cancel part or all of the Services described in 
the Contract, they must inform CDP by any means that allows for acknowledgement of 
receipt (fax, email, registered letter, etc.) as soon as circumstances change such that this 
amendment or cancellation is required. The document dispatch date will be taken as the 
invoice date for the change and/or cancellation fees.
Cruise amendment requests are only admissible when sent to Compagnie du Ponant 
using the means described above no later than 90 days before the cruise departure date. 
For Expedition Cruise programmes, this deadline is 150 days before departure. After this, 
change requests will be treated as cancellation requests and therefore covered by para-
graph 10.5 governing cancellation fees.
The terms for amendment exclusively offer the opportunity for the traveller to replace 
one port-to-port cruise with another port-to-port cruise, with Compagnie du Ponant.

10.4 Change fees:
Where there is a change to a tourist package of higher value, and subject to complying 
with the terms set out in points 10.4.a to 10.4.d, no change fees will apply to the cruise 
service; for other services (e.g. airline services) change fees will correspond to the costs 
already incurred by Compagnie du Ponant:
• 10.4.a: The passenger can amend their cruise as long as they replace it with a cruise at 
a higher price than the cruise replaced
• 10.4.b: The departure date of the replacement cruise must be within a maximum of 12 
months of the change request date
• 10.4.c: Reservation and payment for the replacement cruise deposit must be carried out 
at the time the change request is submitted
• 10.4.d: The replacement cruise then becomes non-exchangeable and non-refundable; 
only one cancellation can be made by the passenger
Where the Contract is amended to a Service with a lower value than the initial one,
change fees apply and are the same as those stated in the cancellation terms set out in 
Article 10.5 below. The percentage fee is worked out according to the difference in price 
between the initial Service and the new Service.
Specifics of change requests for Ponant Yacht Club Grand Admirals:
For a first change to a tourist package: no fee will apply to the cruise service as long as the 
request is made no later than 90 days before the cruise departure date, or 150 days for 
Expedition Cruise programmes. The new departure date must be within the 12 months 
following the original one. Only one fee-free amendment may be made per calendar year 
and per person with Grand Admiral status, no matter the cruise concerned.
After a first cruise amendment, any change request will be subject to the general terms 
and conditions of sale that apply by default.
For other services (e.g. airline services), change fees will correspond to the costs already 
incurred by Compagnie du Ponant.
10.5 Cancellation fees:

For Expedition Cruises:
• From the date booking is confirmed to 365 days before the start of the Cruise: €250 per 
passenger for the cruise service only,
• From 364 to 91 days before the start of the Cruise: 25% of the total Service amount,
• From 90 to 76 days before the start of the Cruise: 50% of the total Service amount,
• From 75 to 61 days before the start of the Cruise: 75% of the total Service amount,
• Under 61 days before the start of the Cruise: 100% of the total Service amount.

For other cruise programmes (except MS Paul Gauguin):
• From the date booking is confirmed to 365 days before the start of the Cruise: €250 per 
passenger
for the cruise service only,
• From 364 to 91 days before the start of the Cruise: 10% of the total Service amount,
• From 90 to 61 days before the start of the Cruise: 25% of the total Service amount,
• From 60 to 46 days before the start of the Cruise: 50% of the total Service amount,
• From 45 to 31 days before the start of the Cruise: 75% of the total Service amount,
• Under 30 days before the start of the Cruise: 100% of the total Service amount.

For cruises on board MS Paul Gauguin:
• From the date booking is confirmed to 121 days before the start of the Cruise: €250 per 
passenger
for the cruise service only,
• From 120 to 91 days before the start of the Cruise: 10% of the total Service amount,
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• From 90 to 61 days before the start of the Cruise: 20% of the total Service amount,
• From 60 to 31 days before the start of the Cruise: 50% of the total Service amount,
• Under 30 days before the start of the Cruise: 100% of the total Service amount.

For other Services:
No refund will be given for cancelling or forfeiting an air- or land-based Service included 
in the contract, or any service forming part of the Cruise, no matter the reason.
10.6 Should a Traveller be absent due to force majeure or to their death, the Contract is 
terminated when notice is given by the Traveller or their assignee before the Contract 
begins. A quarter of the Contract price is then due to CDP. The same terms apply, on their 
request, to family members of the Traveller prevented from travelling by force majeure or 
death who were travelling with them.
10.7 Travellers who do not arrive for the departure of a Service, or who find it impossible 
to make the departure or forfeit it for any reason whatsoever (including due to a trans-
port delay) are not entitled to any refund.
10.8 Once the Services have begun, Travellers are obliged to pay the full Contract price, 
whatever the reason that has led them to forfeit the Services.

11. Contract cancellation, suspension and amendments by CDP
11.1 Arrival and departure times are indicative and not final. CDP, as Cruise Organiser
and/or Carrier and/or Package Seller cannot guarantee that timings will coincide with
transport connections (plane, train, etc.).
11.2 CDP may allocate Travellers cabins other than those initially planned.
11.3 CDP reserves the right to suspend a Cruise, or to change the itinerary, for any reason 
it deems valid and cannot be held liable for any loss or damages in this case.
11.4 In cases of unfavourable weather conditions, or due to the political or social situ-
ation in a stopover country, or for any other reason that could compromise the safety 
of Travellers, goods or the ship, or in light of orders imposed by public authorities, the 
Cruise Organiser and/or the Carrier and/or CDP reserves the right to change the itinerary, 
ports of call or destination port, to delay or terminate the trip, to divert the ship, to tow or 
be towed, or to transfer Travellers and their luggage to another transport method, even if 
this means the programme being extended or shortened.
11.5 The ship may provide assistance to any person or property at sea in any situation 
and cannot be held responsible for the consequences of changes to the Cruise pro-
gramme for this reason.
11.6 Where CDP is required, for reasons outside its control, to change the Cruise after
Travellers have boarded, the latter cannot claim any compensation from either CDP or 
the Carrier or the Cruise Organiser other than a refund for Services not performed and 
not replaced or for the Ticket share not used less all costs incurred. However, CDP can 
claim from Travellers the extra costs of further services provided to Travellers due to a 
trip being extended.
11.7 In the case of external events outside the control of the Cruise Organiser and/or the 
Carrier and/or CDP, or for any reason pertaining to Traveller or ship safety, or due to a 
lack of participants, CDP can cancel the Cruise and must inform Travellers and/or where 
appropriate the Cruise Organiser by registered letter with acknowledgment of receipt, or 
by email, or via a press release.
11.8 Cruises and other CDP Services are subject to a minimum number of participants.
11.8.1 CDP reserves the right to cancel a cruise up to 21 days before departure if the num-
ber of Travellers registered is below or equal to 50% of the ship’s “Passenger Capacity” 
(200 Passengers for Expedition Cruise programmes and 244 for other Cruises on board 
L’AUSTRAL, LE BORÉAL, LE LYRIAL and LE SOLÉAL; 55 for the LE PONANT yacht; 172 Pas-
sengers for PONANT EXPLORERS ships; 270 Passengers for LE COMMANDANT-CHARCOT; 
332 for the MS Paul Gauguin).
11.8.2 CDP reserves the right to cancel any service other than the cruise if the number of 
Passenger participants is below 20 (unless otherwise stated).
11.9 Where CDP is the Cruise Organiser, and no matter the reason for cancellation, no 
compensation is due to the Traveller, who will be able to choose between the following 
solutions:
(i) A full refund of the Contract price; (ii) Another Service at the same price; (iii) A Service 
at a lower price and a refund for the price difference between the two Services based on 
the advertised prices. Travellers must inform CDP of their choice as soon as possible and 
in any event before the deadline mentioned in the cancellation documents.
11.10 Transport included in the Services is booked by CDP in line with the terms and con-
ditions of each service provider. CDP reserves the right to substitute one form of trans-
port for another, or one hotel for another in the same category. In the latter case, if the 
hotel is in a lower category, Travellers will be refunded for the overpayment.
11.11 All services are offered subject to availability. If there are no more spaces in the
class offered, CDP can provide extra places for a surcharge, depending on availability.

12. Responsibility
12.1 When acting as Maritime Carrier, CDP is responsible for any damage to Travellers in 
line with the compensation provisions and limitations in the following texts, according to 
their respective fields of application: Articles L5421-1 to L5421-8 of the French Transport 
Code and Regulation (EC) no.392/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council 
of 23 April 2009. Where this regulation applies, the compensation limits for the Carrier 
in cases of death or bodily injury are 400,000 special drawing rights per Traveller and
per event.
12.2 When acting as Maritime Carrier, CDP is responsible for any damage to baggage in 
line with the compensation provisions and limitations in the following texts, according to 
their respective fields of application: Articles L5421-9 to L5421-12 of the French Transport 
Code, French Decree no.67-268 of 23 March 1967 amended by Decree no.86-1065 of 24 
September 1986 and Regulation (EC) no.392/2009 of the European Parliament and of
the Council of 23 April 2009. Where this regulation applies, the maximum compensation 
for the Carrier to provide for baggage loss or damage is 2,250 special drawing rights per 
passenger and per carriage, with an allowance of 149 special drawing rights per Traveller 
applied in all cases. Where Regulation (EC) no.392/2009 does not apply, the maximum 
compensation for the Carrier to provide for baggage loss or damage is 1,520 euros per 
Traveller and per carriage.

12.3 When acting as Maritime Carrier, CDP is always subject to the compensation limita-
tions stated in the London International Convention of 19 November 1976 as amended 
by the Protocol of 1996, and these limits take precedence over any other limit indicated 
by a non-mandatory text.
12.4 For any bodily injury or material damage sustained on board the ship or its dinghies 
or crafts during embarkation or disembarkation, or occurring during sea transport, CDP, 
when acting as Cruise Organiser, is responsible within the same limits and terms as the 
Carrier. Where this injury or damage occurs outside these circumstances, but between 
the beginning and end of the cruise, any compensation due to the Traveller from the 
Cruise Organiser and/or CDP is capped at half the price of the Cruise.
12.5 When acting as travel package seller within the meaning of the French Tourism 
Code, CDP is responsible for damage to Travellers or their baggage within the limits and 
terms set out in Article L.211-16 of the code. CDP cannot be held responsible for the con-
sequences of the following events:
a) Loss or theft of Tickets, failure to present identity and/or health documents, or pre-
senting expired documents, or those with an insufficient period of validity (identity cards, 
passports, visas, vaccination certificates, etc.) or not matching the information in the
documents issued to the Traveller.
b) Incidents or events that are unforeseeable and insurmountable involving a third party 
outside the travel contract (force majeure). When cancellation is necessary due to force 
majeure circumstances and/or for Traveller safety reasons and/or where required by an 
administrative authority, whether French or foreign.
12.6 CDP, as Cruise Organiser, Carrier and/or Package Seller is expressly not responsible 
for immaterial damages, loss of enjoyment and punitive or assimilated damages.
12.7 Where a Traveller is not permitted to board a ship – including after or during a
stopover – in the circumstances mentioned in Article 6, neither CDP as Cruise Organiser, 
Carrier and/or Package Seller, nor the ship Captain or crew are responsible in any way 
whatsoever.
12.8 CDP is in no way responsible for bodily injury, or material or non-material damag-
es caused by war, blockades, riots, strikes, social conflicts, acts of piracy or terrorism,
epidemics or quarantines, disasters and natural catastrophes, nuclear fusion, fission,
pollution or explosions or their consequences, the closure of departure, stopover or des-
tination ports, the detention, requisition or seizure of the ship for any reason, the use
of the ship for special State needs, or by the simple threat of the above events. It is also 
not responsible for damages caused by a Traveller voluntarily participating in a brawl or 
dangerous activity not required to save a human life.
12.9 CDP is in no way responsible for damages caused by suspending and/or amending 
a trip due to force majeure, war, blockades, riots, strikes, social conflicts, acts of piracy or 
terrorism, epidemics or quarantines, disasters and natural catastrophes, nuclear fusion, 
fission, pollution or explosions or their consequences, the closure of departure, stopover 
or destination ports, the detention, requisition or seizure of the ship for any reason, the 
use of the ship for special State needs, or by the simple threat of the above events.
12.10 Where CDP as Cruise Organiser and/or Carrier and/or Package Seller is responsible 
for transporting luggage in the period before or after the ship lands, it acts as the Trav-
eller’s authorised representative and its responsibility is not substituted for that of the 
carriers tasked with transporting the baggage.
12.11 Luggage not claimed on the arrival of the ship or of any other transport method 
stays in port at the Traveller’s expense and risk.
12.12 Any delay to baggage delivery that is detrimental to the Traveller will only give rise 
to compensation not exceeding 20% of the amount that would be due if luggage left in 
the hold were lost under the terms of Article 12.2. CDP has 3 (three) months to search for 
lost luggage.
12.13 Except where specific written contractual agreement has been provided to the
contrary, land and air transport, Transfers, watersports activities and scuba diving from 
the ship, services included in the Pre- and Post-Cruise Services, Excursions/Extensions, 
excursions on land including, where relevant, hotel and restaurant bookings and guided 
tours, even when reserved on the ship or through CDP and invoiced by the latter, are pro-
vided by independent third-party contractors who are not representatives or employees 
of the Cruise Organiser, Carrier, Package Seller and/or CDP. Travellers use these services 
at their own risk and CDP, as Cruise Organiser, Carrier and/or Package Seller, acts only 
as an intermediary and does not assume any responsibility for these services, including 
cases of bodily injury or material damage, cancellation, delays or programme changes.
12.14 For Expedition Cruises, all Travellers taking part in external activities agree to par-
ticipate in good conscience and only at their own risk. Each person is responsible for
their own physical fitness, safety, behaviour and comfort. Travellers must attend on-
board information briefings. CDP, its directors, administrators, officers, crew members
and expedition team members, and activity leaders, cannot be held responsible for any 
loss or damage sustained while participating in external activities offered during Expe-
dition Cruises.

13. Price adjustment
13.1 The prices quoted by CDP are based on economic conditions on the publication
date. These economic data include, among other things, the cost of transport and fuel, 
charges and taxes relating to the services offered (fees to enter and/or leave countries 
visited, airport or port taxes, embarkation or disembarkation taxes, visa fees, tourist site 
entrance fees), exchange rates used when compiling programme prices. CDP expressly 
reserves the right to adjust prices. Any change to the costs of transport, fuel, tax, charges, 
euro or dollar exchange rates or special drawing rights and visa fees will be fully reflect-
ed in trip prices by incorporating agent commission where required. Where the French 
Tourism Code applies, CDP can also lower the Price by applying Article L.211-12, on the 
understanding that in this case no price change can occur under 30 working days before 
the scheduled departure date.
13.2 Where the French Tourism Code applies, the Traveller will be notified of price rises by 
registered letter with acknowledgment of receipt – or by any other means that allows for 
acknowledgement of receipt – with a notice period of 30 (thirty) days before departure. 
Having been alerted, the Passenger and/or Ticket buyer can terminate their contract and 
obtain an immediate refund of the amount already paid penalty-free by contacting the 
Seller in writing within 7 (seven) days of being notified of the Price increase.
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For cruise services only, the potential daily surcharge (S) will be calculated as follows:

S = [(variation in MDO* price X MDO daily consumption**) / Ship capacity***] X MDO cruis-
ing time + [(variation in LNG* price X LNG** daily consumption + variation in MDO* price X 
MDO** daily consumption/k**) / Ship capacity***] X LNG cruising time

(*): MDO: Gasoil 0.1 FOB Rotterdam barge in $US
LNG Northern Hemisphere cruises: TTF + $2.5/MMBtu converted into tonnes with LNG 
heat of combustion = 46 MJ/kg, where $2.5/MMBtu corresponds to the cost of usage and 
bunkering at the LNG terminal in the Rotterdam area.
LNG Southern Hemisphere cruises: Henry Hub + $7/MMBtu converted into tonnes with 
LNG heat of combustion = 46 MJ/kg, where $7/MMBtu corresponds to the costs of relay 
to the liquefaction site + cost of liquefaction + cost of delivery + cost of usage and bun-
kering.
(**): L’AUSTRAL, LE BORÉAL, LE SOLÉAL and LE LYRIAL: 20t; LE PONANT: 5.5t; PONANT 
EXPLORERS ships: 15t; LE COMMANDANT-CHARCOT: LNG 36t; MDO 43t; k = 72.
(***): L’AUSTRAL, LE BORÉAL, LE SOLÉAL and LE LYRIAL: 200 for Expedition Cruises and 
244 for other programmes; LE PONANT: 55; PONANT EXPLORERS ships: 172; LE COMMAN-
DANT-CHARCOT: 270 in the Northern Hemisphere and 200 in the Southern Hemisphere; 
MS PAUL GAUGUIN: 332.

14. Travel insurance
14.1 The sale of Services by CDP does not include any kind of insurance.
14.2 CDP asks that every Traveller has full and adequate travel insurance covering the 
risks of cancellation, assistance being required, repatriation, damages to and loss of
baggage, and medical expenses. Proof of this insurance must be sent to CDP before de-
parture.
The Traveller is solely responsible for taking out such insurance at their own expense.
CDP offers insurance covering these risks that can be taken out and paid for in full at the 
Conclusion of the Contract. Please contact us for more information. If the Traveller has 
not taken out such insurance, they accept responsibility and any costs linked to medical 
expenses, evacuation for health
reasons, or repatriation. For some specific cruises, CDP can ask Travellers who do not
provide proof of insurance to sign a waiver.

15. After-sales
15.1 Any comment or claim relating to a trip or stay must be sent by registered letter with 
acknowledgment of receipt detailing precisely how the event unfolded and the alleged 
harm, either to Compagnie du Ponant - 408 Avenue du Prado 13008 MARSEILLE, FRANCE 
if the Traveller concluded their Contract direct with CDP, or to the travel agency that sold 
the Services. This must be done within one month of the return date or the right to do 
so will be lost. CDP encourages passengers to fill in satisfaction surveys distributed on 
board the ship at the end of the Cruise.
15.2 Having contacted the after-sales service mentioned in Article 15.1, and if a satisfac-
tory response is not received within 60 days, the Traveller can contact the French Travel 
and Tourism Ombudsman, details for which are available at www.mtv.travel.
15.3 Any legal action by a Traveller against CDP as Cruise Organiser and/or Carrier must 
be brought within a certain period after the date the Traveller disembarked or should
have disembarked: 1 (one) year for material damage and 2 (two) years for bodily injury, 
otherwise the right to claim will be forfeited.
15.4 Any legal action against CDP as Package Seller must be brought within the time
periods set out in Articles 2224 and 2226 of the French Civil Code.

16. Applicable Law and Jurisdiction
16.1 This Contract is governed by French law.
16.2 Only courts within the jurisdiction of the Tribunal de Grande Instance de Marseille, 
France, are competent to hear any case against CDP, its employees, subsidiaries, or sub-
contractors, even with the introduction of third parties.

17. Extract from the French Tourism Code
The information contained in the paper brochures and on the CDP website constitutes 
the prior information provided to the Traveller and mentioned in Article L.211-9 of the 
French Tourism Code. However, in line with Article R.211-5 of the Tourism Code, Com-
pagnie du Ponant expressly reserves the right to amend certain elements before the con-
clusion of the Contract. Extract from the French Tourism Code establishing the rules for 
operations relating to the organisation and sale of journeys or stays:
Article R.211-3:
Subject to the exclusions set out in the third and fourth paragraph of Article L.211-7, any 
offer and sale of travel services or stays will give rise to the delivery of appropriate doc-
uments meeting the requirements set out in this section. In the case of sale of air tickets 
or transport tickets on scheduled routes excluding the services related thereto, the seller 
shall deliver to the buyer one or several tickets for the entire trip issued by the carrier, or 
under its responsibility. In the case of transport on demand, the name and address of the 
carrier on whose behalf the tickets are issued must be mentioned.
Separately invoicing the various elements of the same tourist package price does not
relieve the seller of their obligations under the regulatory provisions of this section.
Article R.211-3-1:
The exchange of pre-contractual information or the provision of contractual conditions 
shall be done in writing. This may be electronically under the terms of validity and condi-
tions set out in sections 1369-1 to 1369-11 of the French Civil Code. The name or business 
name and address of the seller and its registration in the register provided for in point 
a of Article L.141-3 or, where applicable, the name, address and registration of the fed-
eration or union mentioned in the second paragraph of Article R.211-2 are mentioned.
Article R.211-4:
Prior to the conclusion of the contract, the seller must provide the customer with in-
formation on prices, dates and other components of the services provided during the
journey or stay, such as:
1) The destination, means, characteristics and categories of transport used;

2) Type of accommodation, location, level of comfort and main features, its approval and 
its tourist classification corresponding to the regulations or customs of the host country;
3) Meals provided;
4) Description of the itinerary when it is a tour;
5) The administrative and health formalities to be completed by nationals of another EU 
member State or a State party to the European Economic Area agreement, notably as 
regards crossing borders and completion times;
6) Visits, excursions and other services included in the package or available at extra cost;
7) The smallest or largest size of the group required for the trip or stay to take place, as 
well as, if the trip or stay is subject to a minimum number of participants, the deadline 
set for informing the customer in the event of the cancellation of the trip or stay. This 
deadline cannot be less than twenty one days before departure;
8) The amount or percentage of the price to be paid as a deposit on the conclusion of the 
contract and the schedule for payment of the balance;
9) The methods of price adjustment as set out in the contract pursuant to Article R.211-8;
10) The terms and conditions for cancellation of a contractual nature;
11) Cancellation conditions set out in Articles R.211-9, R.211-10 and R.211-11;
12) Information on the optional purchase of an insurance contract covering the conse-
quences of certain cases of cancellation, or an assistance contract covering certain spe-
cific risks, including repatriation costs in the case of accident or illness;
13) When the contract includes air transport, information for each flight leg, under Arti-
cles R.211-15 to R.211-18.
Article R.211-5:
Prior information provided to the customer binds the seller, unless the seller has express-
ly reserved the right to amend certain elements within it. In such a case, the seller must 
clearly indicate to what extent these changes may occur and to what elements.
In any event, the changes made to the prior information must be communicated to the 
customer in writing before the conclusion of the contract.
Article R.211-6:
The contract between the seller and buyer must be in writing, in two copies, signed by 
both parties, and one of which should be given to the buyer. When the contract is con-
cluded electronically, it is concluded pursuant to Articles 1369-1 to 1369-11 of the French 
Civil Code. The contract must include the following clauses:
1) The name and address of the seller, their guarantor and their insurer, as well as the 
name and address of the organiser;
2) The travel destination(s) and, where there are multiple destinations, the relevant pe-
riods, with dates;
3) The means, characteristics and categories of transport to be used; the dates, times and 
points of departure and return;
4) The type of accommodation, location, level of comfort and main features, and its tour-
ist classification corresponding to the regulations or customs of the host country;
5) The meals provided;
6) The itinerary when it is a tour;
7) The visits, excursions or other services included in the total price of the trip or stay;
8) The total price of services invoiced and an indication of any adjustment to this billing 
under the provisions of Article R.211-8;
9) An indication, where applicable, of charges or taxes relating to certain services such 
as landing, disembarkation or embarkation fees at ports and airports and tourist taxes if 
these are not included in the price of the service(s) provided;
10) The timing and terms of payment; the final payment made by the buyer cannot be 
for less than 30% of the price of the trip or stay and must be made when documents for 
the trip or stay are issued;
11) Any particular terms and conditions requested by the buyer and agreed to by the
seller;
12) The way in which the buyer can submit to the seller a complaint for non-perfor-
mance, or poor performance of the contract. Any complaint must be sent as soon as
possible by any means that allows for acknowledgement of receipt (fax, email, registered 
letter, etc.) and, where applicable, notified in writing to the trip organiser and to the pro-
vider of services concerned;
13) The deadline for informing the buyer in the event of a trip or stay being cancelled by 
the seller, if the trip or stay is subject to a minimum number of participants in accordance 
with the provisions of point 7 in Article R.211-4;
14) The terms and conditions for cancellation of a contractual nature;
15) Cancellation conditions set out in Articles R.211-9, R.211-10 and R.211-11;
16) Details about the risks covered and the amount of coverage under the insurance con-
tract covering the consequences of the seller’s professional liability;
17) Details about the insurance contract covering the consequences of certain types of 
cancellation taken out by the buyer (policy number and insurer’s name), as well as de-
tails about the assistance contract covering certain particular risks, including the cost of 
repatriation in the case of accident or sickness. In this case, the seller must provide the 
buyer with a document specifying at least the risks covered and excluded;
18) The deadline for informing the seller in the event of contract assignment by the buyer;
19) Commitment to provide the buyer, at least ten days before the scheduled date of
departure, with the following information:
a) The name, address and telephone number of the seller’s local representative or, in the 
absence thereof, the names, addresses and telephone numbers of the local entities that 
may assist the customer in the event of difficulty or, in the absence thereof, the telephone 
number enabling the seller to be reached in the event of an emergency;
b) For foreign trips and stays by minors, a telephone number and an address for direct 
contact with the child, or the person on-site locally responsible for the trip;
20) The clause providing for cancellation and refund without penalties of sums paid by 
the buyer in case of non-compliance with the information obligation in point 13 of Article 
R.211-4.
21) The commitment to provide the buyer, in good time before the start of the trip or stay, 
with times of departure and arrival.
Article R.211-7:
The buyer can transfer the contract to a transferee who fulfils the same conditions as
they do for the trip or stay, as long as the contract has not yet had any effect. Unless
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1 - The rates of our cruises are per person and include the following:
• All meals while on board the ship (from dinner on the day of embarkation to breakfast 

on the day of disembarkation)
• Captain’s welcome cocktail and gala dinner
• “Open Bar” (pouring wines, house champagne, alcohol except premium brands...list 

available upon request)
• Evening entertainment and events
• Room service 24h (special selection)
• Highly qualified bilingual French/English expedition team on all cruises identified by 

“Expedition” logo
• English speaking lecturer on selected sailings identified by “lecturer on board” logo
• English speaking golf escort on selected sailings identified by “golf cruise” logo
• English speaking dive master on selected sailings identified by “diver on board” logo
• Water sports activities (except scuba diving) using the ship’s equipment, when

permitted by local authorities and confirmed by ship Master according to safety and 
sea conditions onsite

• Park entry fees into protected areas
• Complimentary boot rental (except for guarantee deposit) 
• Complimentary polar parka for you to keep (no children sizes available)
• Free and unlimited Internet WiFi access on board 

1-1 Our “Hotel, flights*, cruise and transfers” programme rates are per person and 
also include: 

• Ushuaia/Ushuaia cruises:
1-night stay in a 4*-star hotel in Buenos Aires (rooms available from late morning),
dinner including beverage package, breakfast and transfer to the airport
Flight Buenos Aires / Ushuaia
Lunch in Ushuaia and transfer to the port in time for embarkation
On disembarkation day, transfer to the airport, flight Ushuaia/Buenos Aires

• Ushuaia/Ushuaia cruises onboard Le Soléal departing on 03/11/20, 18/11/20,
28/11/20, 13/12/20 and 23/12/20.
1-night stay in a 4*-star hotel in Santiago (Chile) (rooms available from late morning), 
dinner including beverage package, breakfast and transfer to the airport
Flight Santiago / Ushuaia
Lunch in Ushuaia and transfer to the port in time for embarkation
On disembarkation day, transfer to the airport, flight Ushuaia/Santiago

• Ushuaia/Montevideo and Ushuaia/Cape Town cruises:
1-night stay in a 4*-star hotel in Buenos Aires (rooms available from late morning),
dinner including beverage package, breakfast and transfer to the airport
Flight Buenos Aires / Ushuaia
Lunch in Ushuaia and transfer to the port in time for embarkation

• Ushuaia/Talcahuano cruise:
1-night stay in a 4*-star hotel in Buenos Aires (rooms available from late morning),
dinner including beverage package, breakfast and transfer to the airport
Flight Buenos Aires / Ushuaia

Lunch in Ushuaia and transfer to the port in time for embarkation
On disembarkation day, transfer to the airport of Concepción, flight Concepción /
Santiago (Chile)
In case of the Traveller’s opposition, prior to the Signing of the Contract, to the Hotel, 
Flights & Transfers Service included in the Fixed-rate Package, a penalty fee of 30% of 
the Service amount excluding taxes will be charged to the Traveller.

• Complimentary boot rental (except for guarantee deposit) 
• Complimentary polar parka for you to keep (children sizes not available)

* All flights indicated and included in the cruise package are in economy class.

1-2 Our “Cruise, Flights* and Transfers” programme rates are per person and also 
include following flights *:

• Cruise packages Dublin-Longyearbyen: one-way return flight to Paris
• Cruise packages Longyearbyen-Longyearbyen; Kangerlussuaq-Kangerlussuaq;

Lonyearbyen-Kangerlussuaq; Kangerlussuaq-Tromso; Tromso-Longyearbyen:
roundtrip flight from/to Paris

• Cruise package Tromso-Nome: outbound flight Paris to Tromso and return flight
Nome to Seattle

• Cruise package Nome-Vancouver: outbound flight Seattle-Nome
• Cruise package Nome-Seward, outbound flight Seattle to Nome, from Seward bus

transfer to Anchorage followed by flight Anchorage to Seattle
• Cruise package Reykjavik-St.Pierre & Miquelon : return flight St.Pierre-Montreal
• Cruise package Vancouver-Seward: from Seward bus transfer to Anchorage followed 

by flight Anchorage to Seattle 
• Cruise package Seward-Nome: outbound flight Seattle to Anchorage, followed by bus 

transfer to Seward, return flight Nome to Seattle
• Cruise package Nome-Petropavlovsk: outbound flight Seattle to Nome, return flight 

Petropavlovsk to Seoul
• Cruise package Petropavlovsk-Otaru: outbound flight Seoul to Petropavlovsk
• Talcahuano/Ushuaia cruise(1): 

On embarkation day, flight Santiago (Chile) /Concepción, transfer to the port of
Talcahuano. 
On disembarkation day, direct transfer from the ship to the airport. Flight Ushuaia/
Buenos Aires 

• Montevideo/Ushuaia cruise(1):
On disembarkation day, transfer to the airport, flight Ushuaia/Buenos Aires

• Complimentary boot rental (except for guarantee deposit) 
• Complimentary polar parka for you to keep (no children sizes available)
• Mahé/Nosy Be cruises: 

On disembarkation day, transfer from the port to Nosy Be airport, flight Nosy-Be/
Mauritius

• Nosy Be/Mahé cruise: 
On embarkation day, flight Mauritius/Nosy Be, transfer to the port of Nosy Be.

• Dakar/Praia cruise: 

Particular Terms and Conditions of Sale 

more favourably stipulated to the transferor, they are obliged to inform the seller of their 
decision by any means that allows for acknowledgement of receipt (fax, email, registered 
letter, etc.) no later than seven days before the start of the trip. In the case of a cruise, 
this period is extended to fifteen days. Assignment is not subject in any case to any prior 
authorisation by the seller.
Article R.211-8:
When the contract contains an express right to amend prices within the limits provided 
for in Article L.211-12, it must indicate the specific terms for calculating price changes, 
whether up or down, including the amount for related transportation costs and taxes, the 
currency or currencies that may affect the price of the trip or stay, the portion of the price 
to which the variation applies, and the exchange rate for the currency or currencies used 
as a reference when setting the price shown in the contract.
Article R.211-9:
When, before the buyer’s departure, the seller is forced to make a change to one of the 
essential elements of the contract such as a significant price increase, and when it dis-
regards the obligation to inform referred to in point 13 of Article R.211-4, the buyer may, 
without prejudice to claiming compensation for any damages suffered, and after being 
informed of this by the seller using any means that allows for acknowledgement of re-
ceipt (fax, email, registered letter, etc.):
- Either cancel the contract and obtain immediate reimbursement of the sums paid;
- Or accept the modification or replacement trip offered by the seller; an amendment
to the contract specifying the changes made is then signed by the parties; any decrease 
in price will be deducted from any amounts still due from the buyer and if the payment 
already made by the latter exceeds the price of the amended service, the overpayment 
must be returned to them before the date of departure.
Article R.211-10:
In the event specified in Article L.211-14, when, before the buyer departs, the seller
cancels the trip or stay, it must inform the buyer by any means that allows for acknowl-

edgement of receipt (fax, email, registered letter, etc.); the buyer, without prejudice to 
claiming compensation for any damages suffered, shall obtain from the seller immediate 
reimbursement without penalty of the sums paid; in such event, the buyer shall receive 
an indemnity at least equal to the penalty they would have borne if cancellation were a 
result of their own action on that date.
The provisions of this Article do not in any way represent an obstacle to the conclusion 
of an amicable agreement, the purpose of which is acceptance by the buyer of a replace-
ment trip or stay as proposed by the seller.
Article R.211-11:
Where, after the buyer’s departure, the seller is unable to provide a major portion of the 
services under the contract, representing a significant percentage of the price paid by 
the buyer, the seller must immediately make the following provisions without prejudice 
to claiming compensation for any damages suffered:
- Either propose services to replace those specified, by possibly bearing any additional 
charge and, if the services accepted by the buyer are of a lower quality, the seller must 
reimburse them for the price difference upon their return;
- Or, if unable to propose replacement services or if these are refused by the buyer, pro-
vide transport tickets, without additional charge, to ensure their return, under terms and 
conditions that may be considered equivalent, to the departure location, or to another 
location agreed between the two parties. The provisions of this Article shall apply in case 
of non-compliance with the obligation under point 13 of Article R.211-4.
Article R.211-12
The provisions of Articles R. 211-3 to R. 211-11 must be reproduced in the brochures and 
on the travel contracts of those mentioned in Article L. 211-1.
Article R.211-13
The buyer can no longer claim the benefit of the clause set out in point 20 of Article
R.211-6 after
the service has been provided.
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Particular Terms and Conditions of Sale (suite)
On disembarkation day, transfer from the port to Praia airport, flight Praia/Paris

• Praia/Dakar cruise: 
On embarkation day, flight Paris/Praia, transfer to the port of Praia.
Meet and Greet by our representatives at the destination airport, transfers to and/
or from the ship and other services before and after the cruise according to detailed 
programmes available upon request 12 months prior departure. 

* Those flights are being studied and are subject to change until the flight plan is
confirmed and this up to 3 months prior to each cruise. All flights indicated and
included in the cruise package are in economy class.

In case of the Traveller’s opposition, prior to the Signing of the Contract, to the Flights 
& Transfers Service included in the Fixed-rate Package, a penalty fee of 30% of the 
Service amount excluding taxes will be charged to the Traveller.

1-3  Our “Cruise and Transfers*” programme rates are per person and also include:
Following transfers*:
Broome*-Darwin: group transfer from the town centre to the port in time for 
embarkation
Darwin-Broome*: group transfer from the port to your hotel or the airport. For guests 
who have an afternoon flight, enjoy time at leisure in the town centre before your 
transfer to the airport.

2 - Our cruise rates do not include:
• Any ground services before and/or after the cruise other than the ones mentioned in 

each “Cruise, Flights & Transfers” package and for which details are available upon
request. Don’t hesitate to contact your travel agent or consult www.ponant.com

• The optional excursion “Tierra del Fuego National Park” on embarkation days in
Ushuaia. This excursion must be prebooked and paid at least 3 months prior to
departure.

• The optional pre and post cruise programmes, overlands and excursions presented in 
the brochure and on www.ponant.com

• Visa expenses (which may include additional administrative charges imposed by the 
authorities of a country) and/or immigration reciprocity taxes if applicable.

• Gratuities to onboard crew, local guides and drivers 
• Luggage handling
• Optional Spa package to be booked prior your departure
• Dives when authorized by local authorities and feasible with ship equipment and

Zodiacs®. Rates: €70 per standard dive; €80 per dive when local equipment or staff 
must be used, €80 for a “discover scuba dive” course, on some cruises a dive package 
might be on offer. In order to participate to diving sessions, guests must have
with them a medical certificate less than 1-year-old and their up to date dive
book.

• Beverages other than the ones mentioned
• Laundry services, hair salon and à la carte Spa treatments
• Personal expenses, on board medical consultations and drug prescriptions
• Cancellation/luggage/assistance/repatriation/medical insurance(s)

3-Ground services 
Ground services in the port of departure, transfers to the ship, including, as applicable, 
hotel room and restaurant bookings or guided tours, are performed by independent 
suppliers who are not employees of Compagnie du Ponant. In this respect, Compagnie 
du Ponant acts only as an agent and shall not be held liable for said services or for the 
acts or omissions of sub-contractors or other contractors. The passenger agrees that 
Compagnie du Ponant acts as agent and/or trustee for any person including ground 
and maritime agents and subcontractors, who provide any service forming, or in 
connection with, any part of the cruise. 
Our Cruise and Flights package programmes are made in connection with Compagnie 
du Ponant selected regular or private charter flights. Final timings and schedule 
of the day by day programme will be communicated with the cruise ticket. All our 
programmes are based on economy class air and according to number of seats 
available. If the class is not available anymore, we will suggest, depending on the 
availability, extra seats with a supplement. 
On International flights, check-in luggage is limited to 23kg/50lbs and 8kg/11 to 
17lbs per person for carry-on luggage (besides airlines frequent flyer advantages). 
On regular domestic or intercontinental flights, check-in luggage limits are between 
15 and 20 kg/33 to 44lbs and 5 to 8kg/17lbs per person for carry-on. On Compagnie 
du Ponant Private charter flights, check-in luggage is limited to 23 kg/50lbs and 
5kg/11lbs maximum per person as carry-on. We thank you for taking these restrictions 
into account. Airline carriers charge for extra weight and sometimes refuse, for strict 
security reasons, to check-in overweight and oversized luggage. Compagnie du Ponant 
and the airline carriers waive all liability for luggage with extra weight that is refused at 
the check-in.

3.1 Services included in “Cruise, flights and Transfers packages: 
Packages “Cruise, Flights and Transfers” and “Hotel, flights, cruise and transfers” 
include ground services before and/or after the cruise as described in documents 
available 15 months prior departure of each cruise and available on www.ponant.com 
. However, the complete details will only be made available once the flight times have 
been confirmed (approximately 2 months prior to departure).

3.2 Ground activities included during expedition cruises itself: 
By choosing an expedition cruise, passengers agree to follow the rules of good 
conduct presented by the expedition team during the cruise. We remind you that being 
properly equipped is essential (clothing, sunglasses, etc.) and we recommend bringing 
binoculars to enable you to observe the wildlife comfortably and respectfully during 
your excursions and shore visits.

In some ports, we will offer an activity requiring the participation of local guides and 
transportation. These activities will be enhanced by our team of naturalists and are 
limited to one per person in each of these ports.  

3.3 Pre and post-cruise programmes  and pre bookable tours
Pre and Post-cruise programmes (as detailed on www.ponant.com), pre bookable 
tours and shore excursions are performed by independent suppliers who are not 
employees of Compagnie du Ponant. In this respect, Compagnie du Ponant acts only 
as an agent and shall not be held liable for said services or for the acts or omissions 
of sub-contractors or other contractors. The passenger agrees that Compagnie du 
Ponant acts as agent and/or trustee for any person including ground and maritime 
agents and subcontractors, who provide any service forming, or in connection with, 
any part of the cruise. Hotel accommodations are based on 4 and 5-star rated hotels. 
Official check-in time is 4pm, check-out time is 11am unless early check-in or late 
check-out supplement are paid.
Programmes marked with “Escorted” logo benefit from a PONANT escort, 
(accompaniment by a PONANT tour leader is subject to a minimum of 20 participants 
per programme).

Travellers are advised to check all the information with the authorities concerned 
prior to the departure date. CDP advises Travellers to consult the country factsheets 
relating to the chosen destinations. CDP specifically draws Travellers' attention to the 
fact that the information provided may change up until the departure date, and they 
are advised to consult that information up until the time of departure. CDP invites 
Travellers to adjust their behavior to the visited country, to exercise vigilance and to 
avoid carrying valuable objects during their travel.

3.4 Shore excursions
Unless otherwise noted, shore excursions are sold and charged on board and are ruled 
by general conditions that apply to the contract signed with the local tour operator and 
the relevant national regulations. The passenger agrees that CDP acts as agent and/or 
trustee for any person including ground and maritime agents and subcontractors, who 
provide any service in connection with any part of the cruise.
Excursions can involve activities that may not suit persons with disabilities. Prices are 
only given as an indication and may change. Before departure, you will receive a tour 
programme detailing the excursions on offer with the latest rates. Five months before 
cruise departure, shore excursions can also be viewed on www.ponant.com. Shore 
excursions are currently only bookable onboard. In the event of an excursion being 
cancelled due to a technical reason, shortage of participants or a case of force majeure, 
the client will not be charged and will not be eligible for any compensation. Please 
note that you will not be reimbursed for excursions if you cancel after registration. 
Any meals offered during excursions are simple and should not be compared to the 
standards on board the ship.

3.5 Shore excursions pre-reservations:
On Yachting cruises, excursions and excursion packages can be pre-reserved starting  
2 months prior to the cruise. If your cruise is eligible you will be notified by email and 
you can contact us for the pre-reservations. You can pre-reserve 1 shore excursion 
per day or per half day call and this up to 7 days prior to cruise departure. Your tour 
selection will be automatically charged onboard and your tour tickets delivered to 
your cabin. You may cancel your pre-reservations up to 48h prior to the tour departure. 
After that, you will be charged 100% of tour ticket. 
All tours are subject to minimum and maximum participation. PONANT thanks you 
in advance for your understanding should we have to cancel a tour due to lack of 
participation or if the maximum number of participants has been reached.
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FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS

+44 (0) 203 105 0644
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